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students help by gathering money and toys to
bring cheer to needy children in the area

University Program Board starts down the wad to
creating the campus' first record label, 80 ONE
RECORDS.
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James Madison Unwerstty

The women's basketball team gains valuable experience
from losses at the Paradise Jam in the Virgin Islands
against quality competition.
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Female students target of recent attacks
JMU Public Safety declines to comment on whether incidents are related
BY KRISTY NICOLICH

senior writer
Since the end of September, several
incidents of harassment, indecent exposure and assault have occurred involving
(finale JMU students.
Chief Lee Shifflett, JMU Police chief,
was unavailable to comment. JMU
Public Safety officers declined to comment on any possible connections
between the crimes.
A suspicious person drove past an offcampufl bus stop two to three times as a
female student waited for a transit bus
Nov. 19 at approximately 9:20 a.m.,
according to a Nov. 9 Timely Notification
Bulletin from JMU Police. He then pulled
up to her and attempted to force her into
the car. The victim escaped from the
attempted abduction without injuries.
The complainant described the suspect as a white male with a thin build
and brown hair. The car was a light
blue 1970 model Chevrolet sedan,
according to the bulletin.

Two weeks earlier on Nov. 8, another
female student — this time on campus —
reported being accosted by a man in K Lot
near Theatre II around 3:30 a.m.
The suspect followed her before grabbing her left arm, turning her around and
asking, "What is a pretty girl like you doing
out here by yourself?" He then placed his
hand on the victim's breast as she pushed
him away and ran to the emergency telephone at Hoffman Hall, where she contacted a friend, according to the Nov. 9 Timely
Notification Bulletin. The incident was
reported to police the next day.
The suspect in this incident was
described as a white mak' with a medium
build and short brown hair. He was
approximately 5 feet 10 inches tall and
spoke with a slight Southern accent
according to the bulletin. The complainant
also stated that he may have been intoxicated, as he smelled of alcohol and vomit
and was "somewhat unsteady on his feet."
That same day at 1:27 a.m., an incident
of "window peeping" was reported to
have occurred outside Ikenberry Hall,

according to another Nov. 9 Timely
Notification Bulletin. A female student
saw the subject outside her window looking into her room. When the incident was
reported to an Resident Adviser, the RA
went to investigate and found the man. He
claimed he was looking for a friend and
immediately left the area after he was
asked to do so by the RA. The subject was
a white male between 30 and 40 years of
age, approximately 6 feet tall and balding.
1le "'.is wearing glasses.
Near the College Center Oct. 20, anothe IN ident occurred involving the harassmen' of female students. At 5:55 p.m., two
females reported being approached by a
white male in a "gray/champagne color"
vehicle, possibly a Nissan, according to an
Oct. 24 Timely Notification Bulletin. He
aski'd them where to obtain a parking pass
reportedly to establish a conversation,
then asked that they allow him to kiss
their feet on a dare. He reportedly exposed
his genitals to the students and then
1/7 H AS

STAY SAFE
tips for avoiding assault on campus
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If you must walk
Walk with a friend, stay in lighted
note of blue-lighted emergency phone
attention, use common sense and report
persons to the f^oiice.
any powr

Warm a Winter Wish
helps families in need
1

I
staff writer
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staff writer
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Students launch
online bookstore
Underdogbooks.com to offer
lower prices on used textbooks

! Warm a Winti I
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Sweetening someone's season
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get a ride
call a cab or take the bus
look for a Campus Cadet
call JMU Police at x8-6913 for an escort
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Freshman Betsy Hang looks at the Christmas trae decorated with candy cane*
with names and gift Ideas foi those In need. Students and faculty are encouraged to participate In the program, sponsored by University Recreation.

bought every item left on tfo

Fighting against high textbook prices,
Underdogbooks.com was launched Doc. 1 as a new
online textbook store.
The company's goal, according to its founders JMU
sophomores Ammar Shallal and Jack Kahan, is to offer
students lower prices on used textbooks.
"The people that sat
next to me in all my daises
were complaining about
how expensive their books
were, which made me realize that there was a greater
need for used books,"
Shallal said.
Users of Underdog Books create an account with a
login name and password. Then, they submit the list of
books they wish to sell and the books they are looking to
buy. The orders are put in a database that uses the books'
International Standard Book Number numbers to match
up buyers with sellers.
Once a seller and a buyer for a particular book are
found, they each are sent an automated e-mail
informing them of the match. Then, they make
appointments for pickup and delivery with the company's free courier service.
Underdog Books determines the prices of the books
and the amount for buyback by using a percentage system
that is based on the JMU Bookstore's used book prices.
"If we match a buyer and a seller, we guarantee that
we can offer them a better buyback price and a lower
selling price than the bookstore can offer," Shallal said.
Although the Web site does not list prices for specific books, it has a pricing chart to which users can refer.
The exact prices, including tax, are given to the buyer
and seller when the courier contacts them.
Underdog Books accepts cash, check and credit
cards and is in the process of getting unlvefslt)
approval to use FLEX.
According to Kahan, the Web site format
allows the company to avoid many of the expenses that drive up the cost of books.
"It's easy for us to offer competitive prices and still
make a small profit," Kahan said. "We have minimal
overhead and practically no inventory."
see BOOKS, page 5

Breakdancing Club
to receive $3,478
BY ASHLF.Y MCCLELLAND

SGA reporter

Z
The Student Government Associabon discussed several
"r important topics last week, including a finance bill, the
' Student of the Month Program and a bill that would gain
'. support for a new Web portal.
*
The finance bill concerning
„ money for new sound equipment for
" the Breakdancing Club was passed
unanimously by the Senate, .itler the ettfJ) elaw I Mnfnt «
club's president and other members
r gave ,1 presentation about why they needed the money.
Tlie equipment is needed "to expand our club into the
realm of hip-hop and beyond," said senior Justin Busacca,
. club president "There are some performances where we
..can't do without certain equipment."
;
The group asked for $3,478 for turntables, Bl
phones and speakers to be used for their performances around campus.

SGA

see SGA. page 5

Program's proceeds, toys go to needy children
BY SARAH MANLF.Y

staff writer

The foster children of Harrisonburg might have a brighter
hnlul.n season this year because of the generosity of the JMU
students who supported Operation Santa Claus Tuesday night
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
"Operation Santa Claus is a way for the JMU students to get
together, enjoy the performances from the a cappella groups and
dancm and support a great cause," said junior Kristin
DiVincenzo, co-committco head of Operation Santa Claus.
I Mi-, li the fourth sear that Operation Santa Claus, sponsored by the JMU Student Ambassadors, has been helping the
children Ol the Harrisonburg area by giving them all the proil toys from the event A
this event was
cither $5 or one unwrapped toy
This year, Operation Santa Claus raised more than $2,500 and
collected more than 250 toys — much higher than last year's
totals, according to DiVincv,
Junior Steve Filingeri, co-committee head of Operation Santa
Claus, said. "Thus is one of the only holiday extravaganzas at
JMU, so a lot of people usually come out for it."
see SANTA, page 5
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Members of the Student Ambassadors perform as "EjcK247bflatProject" during Operation Santa Claus Tuesday night, poking fun at the
a capeRa and dance groups that also were performing at the event.
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police log reporter

Volunteer classes

3

SIGGRAPH

3

UREC will hulii ,i Irad Climb Workshop from 7 to 10 p.m

The Madison Art Collection will hftvt •< ( ontemporary Art

Admission is Sll). For more information Contact xft-8734.

Session for children in first through sixth grade from 10 a.m.

9
9
9
9

The Virginia Repertory Dance Company will perform in

c oOhgB Center entrance hv the horseshoe at 9:30 a.m.

Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is $8 for the
gantra] public and $6 with a JAC card.

.'iiroll .i child or for more information call xft-6934.

OPINION
House editorial
House cartoon
Darts & pats
Breeze reader's view
Brilliant drivel

11

Breeze reader's view

11

Campus spotlight

12

A non-student contacted police
after being abducted from the
Edith J Camer Arboretum by an
ex-boyfriend Nov 21 at 1:30 p.m.
The victim willingly entered the
ex-boyfriend's car, but after leaving the arboretum, the victim
repeatedly asked to be let out of
the car. The victim finally was lei
out al the Interstate 64 interchange and used someone's cell
Khone to get a ride back to
arrisonburg.

to noon in the College Center. Drop off begins at the m.iin
Admission is $15 per session, and class size is limited. To

Alpha Nu Omega, a new Christian fraternity and sorority, will

Friday, Dec. 5

have an information session from 1 to 3 p.m. in Taylor Hall,
room 306, For more information visit winr.alpliaiiuomega.org.

The Breakdan. iri£ Club will hold an auction and perform in
the CoOegC (enter Highlands Room at 6:30 p.m For more

LEISURE
Comics

13

Crossword

14

The Virginia Repertory Dance Comp.im will perform in

Horoscopes

14

Ultimer-Shaeffer The.ilre at S p m. Admission is $t* lor the

In other matters, campus police
report the following:

The Virginia Repertory Dance Company will perform in

information e-mail Alex Ksposito at esposui:.

I Hmier-Shaeffer Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is $8 for the
general public and $6 with a [AC card.

Harassment
A JMU student reported being
harassed by a male student
while in line at Festival Nov. 21
at 12:10 p.m.

general public and in with a JAC card

FOCUS
Holiday happenings
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Submitting events to I

UPB launches new record label

17

Reel reflections "Bad Santa"

17

All things literary

17

Fashion Boss

18
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This is the last issue of The Breeze for the semester.

SPORTS
Women's basketball gains
experience over break

25

Men's basketball
edges out Navy

25

Have a great Winter Break!
AMY PAII I
senior phoionrapher

FUN FACT

Empty shopping carts
awatt donations tram
Wal-Mart shoppers
during a November
fund raiser by the

WEATHER

m

National Society ot
Collegiate Scholars.
The fund raiser. Stuff
A-Bua. aimed to fill a

Today
Evening Wintry Mix
High 41 Low 31

Friday
Wintry Mix to Rain
35/26
Saturday
Snow
32/18

van fun of canned
good donations for
needy Harriaonburg
families

Sunday
Snow Showers
36/19
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Spring Break sound right about now??

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny of a mountain bike from a
McGraw-Long Hall bike rack
between Nov. 21 at 4 p.m and
Nov. 22 at 5 p.m.

holida

A non-student vehicle was found
with four wheels and tires missing in R1 Lot between Nov. 22 at
2 p.m. and Nov. 24 at 8:40 p.m.

season, more than
1.76 billion candy
Canes will be made.

Jamaica

A JMU student reported the larceny of a wallet containing a credit
card, a driver's license, ATM card
and JAC card from Mrs. Greens
Nov 24 between 3 and 4 p.m.
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Ditch the books and come party with Beach Life!!!
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A JMU student reported damage
to a metal shaft ol a rear
window wiper on a car in C10 Lot
Nov 23 between 4 and 10 p.m.

aaj P-I.OG. pt*J 4

Monday
Sunny
4*21

MARKET WATCH
DOW JONES

Property Damage
A JMU student receded damage
to a vehicle in the parking deck
Nov 20 between 3 15 and 4:50
p.m. An unknown person had
used a sharp obiecl to scratch
the paint off the driver side front
door, rear door, rear fender and
the hatchback of the vehicle
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World AIDS Day
The war on AIDS is being lost,
experts said Monday, after a tour of
sub-Saharan African nations.
MMDMM
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Rev. Jesse Jackson to
speak at JMU Jan. 19
The Rev. Jesse Jackson
will speak al JMU's Martin
Luther King Jr. Day 2004 program, Jan 19. 2004, according
to a Dec. 3 press release. His
speech will focus on the
theme, "Keep the Fire
Burning — Be the Dream."
Jackson will speak in the
Wilson Hall Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. Doors will open at
6:30 p.m. The College Center
Grand
Ballroom
and
Grafton-Stovall Theatre will
open at 6:30 p.m. for students
to view Jackson's address on
large screens via cable.
Admission is free and open
to the public.
Jackson, originally from
Greenville, S.C., ran for the
U.S. presidency both in 1984
and 1988. He founded
Operation People United to
Serve Humanity threr n
after King's assassination.
The organization serves to
expand educational, business
and employment opportunities for disadvantaged people and people of color.
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"I just love the interaction with professors
and students."
ELLE DRAPER

Bridgewater Retirement Community representative

Communication students complete volunteer projects
BY MIMI LIU

contributing writer
Volunteering tor organizations around
the community, students in some speech
communication courses applied classroom knowledge to real life.
Students in school of ownmunications
professor Toni Whitfield's class received
recognition in the Harrisonburg DailyNews Record for their service-learning project at Bridgewater Retirement
Community Nov. 13.
This year, Whitfield, in addition to
SCOM professor Timothy Ball, were in
charge of planning the projects.
They began locating and researching organizations in the community

that needed volunteers. These projects started during the second week
of September and were one of the
main requirements for completion of
the SCOM dim
Representatives from Bridgewater
Retirement Community, the Boys & Girls
Club of Harrisonbufg and Friends of
Blacks Run came to the classes discussing
their main objectives and goals They also
discussed wavs students can get involved.
Students then were divided into rive
groups per class and were allowed to
choose which service activities they
wanted from the three mentioned above.
All of Whitfield's students were
involved with organizing and planning activities for the elderly at

Bridgewater, such as birthday celebrations, parties, brunches, bingo games
and fund raiser publicities. Students
would go over to the retirement home
once or twice a week, depending on
the time and depth ofl the Kth Mfll
"All the groups have been wonder
ful," Bridgewater representative EUk
Draper said. "I just love interaction
with pmfessors and students. They contributed so much to the Bridgewater
community. 1 was very grateful."
Both students of Whitfield and Ball
were required to keep six e-mail journal
entries and additional write-ups about
their involvement in the local agencies. The
entries would discuss the benefits of volunteering, as well as the overall experience.

"I thought it really complemented
the course — a good hands-on experience," junior Nathalie Garcia said. "I
learned about how the organizations
worked. Overall, it was a really valuable experieiue
Although the students no longer will
be required to volunteer at their service
agencies after the semester ends,
Whitfield said she and Ball still will continue this project for their classes next
semester They also will be working
with the same organizations.
"One of the biggest problems with
service learning is that the local agencies
get so used to us being there and work
see CLASS, page 4

JMU alumna to deliver
graduation address
Dr. Marcia Angella ('60),
senior lecturer at Harvard
Medical School and former
editor in chief of the New
England journal of Medicine,

will return to her alma mater
Dec. 12 to deliver JMU's
winter, commencement
address, according to a Dec.
1 press release.
Angell will speak at the 3
p.m. program in the
Convocation Center. JMU will
award her an honorary doctor
of science degree during the
commencement exercises.
President Lin wood H.
Rose will confer about 500
undergraduate degrees and
60 graduate degrees at the
commencement ceremony,
according to the release.

Speakout for education
scheduled on campus
A town meeting will be
held today from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
in Phillips Hall about providing quality education from
kindergarten through college
throughout Virginia, according
to a Dec. 1 press release.
Sponsored by the Alliance
for Virginia's Students, the
meeting is open to the public.
Similar meetings have been
held at eight other locations
in the state.
Following a panel discussion, audience members will
have the opportunity to
speak," limited to two minutes
each. Their remarks and
printed statements will be
presented to government and
school officials.

mmwmm
Traffic to be detoured
for Christmas parade
HARRISONBURG
—
Traffic will be detoured
around the downtown area
Dec. 5 due to a Chnsim.is
Parade, according to a Dec.
3 press release.
The Harrisonburg Police
Department is advising
motorists to avoid vehicular
traffic in the area and use
alternative routes if possible.
The parade begins at 7 p.m.,
however, traffic becomes congested at 5 p.m. due to parade
participant lineup.

Local agencies collaborate for $20,000 grant
HARRISONBURG
Citizens Against Sexual Assault,
the Harrisonburg Police
Department, the Rockingham
Sheriff's Department and the
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital-Sexual Assault
Examiner program recently
received a $20,000 grant intended to prevent treat and increase
public awareness about all
forms of family violence, especially sexual assault. The money
is awarded by the Family and
Children's Trust Fund

Student graphic design
organization revamps focus
"The goal of the projects
is to not just learn more, but
to work on things that can
benefit us down the line in
After revamping its old focus
our careers," Uvena said
and recruiting new members, a
Junior |eff Muller said'
JMU organiTation now provides
-66
the project work was one
a forum tor students interested
reason he joined.
in graphic design.
SIGGRAPH is an
I Ht to apply what I
The Special Interest Croup for
learned
in class to different
Graphic Cosigners was launched
ambitious group of
pmjects with a group," he said
this year by two seniors. Matt
students that come
Uvena said he hopes that
Uvena and Keith Muth.
by bringing together stu"SIGGRAPH is an ambitious
together
to
share
their
dents from different majors,
group of students that come
the members will be able to
together to share their interests
interests...
learn from each other.
and skills in artistic design and
"All of us have strengths
multimedia," said senior
— Stephanie Sgroi
and
weakness, and we can
Stephanie Sgroi, a member
senior
teach
each other things we
Uvena said SIGGRAPH
wouldn't be able to learn in
members come fnim various
the | lassroom," Uvena said
majors, including the School of
I le Hid members currently
Muth said tlx1 club is a stumedia arts and design, art and
computer science
are working on creating a DVD
see CHAPTER, page 4
The club's members portfolio and a club Web site.
BY ANDREA LANGR

staff writer

work together on pratacts
that explore areas of interest to the members, according to Uvena.

55-

Experts say AIDS
battle is being lost
Bv TONY PUCII
Knight Ridder Tribune
Marking World AIDS-Day,
experts said Monday th.it the
war on AIDS was being lost as
US. and world health officials
Ix^an .i six-day tour of four
AIDS-racked nations in subSaharan Africa.
I ed by U.S. Secretary of
Health and Human Services
Tommy Thompson and
U.S.
Global
AIDS
Coordinator Randall 1..
Tobias, the 80-person delegation will tour treatment
l.i, ihtirs in Kenya, Rwanda,
Uganda and Zambia, where
tlic All)s epidemic continual to spread unabated.
\\> .ippr.ii tuhr kt.ing Untight against AIDS .it the
moment," Thompson s.iul

Monday fnim Zambia. "This
war lias more casualties than
.my other war, .is we are kising 3
millkm people every year."
IX-spitr billions of dollars
recently pledged to fight the
disease, many experts agree
with Thompson that the war
.ig.iin-1 Ml IS wi 1 going well.
Forty million people
worldwide are infected
with HIV, the virus that
causes AIDS, according to
,i recoil rrport by the Joint
United Nations Program
on HIV/AIDS, known as
UNA1DS. This year alone,
5 million people newly
were infected and 3 million — about 8,000 a day
—
have
died
from
HIV/AIDS complications.
see AIDS page 4
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AIDS: Problem exists
AIDS, from pagt *
the report found. SubSaharan Africa is the world's
most
severely
affected
region, accounting this year
for more than 3 million new
infections — h0 percent of
the world's total — and 2.3
million deaths
President George W. Bush,
on a campaign fund-raising
swing
Monday
through
Dearborn, Mich., noted in a
statement issued by his press
secretary that Africa bears the
brunt of AIDS devastation.
'Today, more than 40 million
people are living with HIV,
including nearly 30 million in
Africa," Bush said in the statement. "Behind these staggering
numbers are the names and
faces of orphaned and suffering
children, devastated communi
ties and a continent in crisis."
The disease also is spreading
in India, Vietnam, China and
Wp.il, .is well ,is | .idii AnuTii.i
and the Caribbean.
Two intetn.ition.il groups
announced plans V1md.iv to pro
vide anri-retroviral AIDS/HIV
treatments to 3 million patients in

developing countries by the end
of 2005. The so-called "three-byfive" plan, launched by UNAIDS
and
the
World
Health
Organization, a separate UN
agency, is a major step toward
providing AIDS treatment to all
who need it
Of the estimated 5 million
people who need HIV drugs,
only about 400,000 receive
them, according to the VVI Ic).
which Monday approved
three anti-retroviral treatment
pills recommended for AIDS
patients in poor nations. The
medications, made by two
generic-drug manufacturers
in India, simplify AIDS therapies by combining three
drugs into one pill that's
taken twice a day.
Experts on AIDS have
applauded Bush's plan to provide $15 billion to fund AIDS
treatment, research and prevention over the next five years. The
money is intended to prevent 7
million new HIV infections,
treat at least 2 million people
with life-extending drugs and
provide care for 10 million
AIDS-afflicted people.

CLASS:
Students
volunteer

DESIGN:
Old club
improved

CIA SS, from page 3
ing Ihat, vsl.
ilteuis a sense ol closure," Whilfield
said. "But that's not what we
want. We don't want to leave
the agency hanging."
Whitfield said she enjoys
watching the progress of her
students in the organizations.
"My outlook on service
learning is that you are in
charge — I am just the
guide," Whitfield said "A lot
of what we have been trying
to do is get |the students)
thinking like a group — all
working towards one happy
goal and that everybody has a
good experience in it."
For more information about
volunteering at Bridgewater,
contact Draper at 828-2682

DESIGN, from page$
dent chapter of a professional
group that promotes information on computer graphics and
interactive techniques.
While SIGGRAPH was a
club in previous years, Muth
said he and Uvena wanted to
increasing student involvement and making it similar to
an academic fraternity.
"I had met so many
people in my classes that
were really creative and
involved in what we were
doing in class, but wanted
to take it a step further,
and collaborate on some
really interesting projects,"
Uvena said.
For information on the club,
contact Uvena at mvnarng.

Hormonal birth control soon
may be available to males
BY DANIELLE HILLIX

University Daily Kansan
For decades, birth control
mostly has been the woman's
responsibility. It is up to her to
take a pill every day, wear a
patch every week, or get an
infection every three months.
Men, on the other hand,
have limited choices and
responsibility when it comes
to birth conh*ol. Condoms and
vasectomies are the only contraceptive options available to
men. But researchers throughout the world, including two
at the University of Kansas,
are working to change tli.it
The search is on for hormone-controlled methods of
male
birth
control.
Researchers hope someday
to offer men a list of options
similar to those available for
women. Decades of investigations recently have produced significant findings
and researchers hope to
have a product on the market within four years.
Experts are confident that
new male hormonal methods
can be effective at preventing
pregnancy. That is, if they can
gri men to use them — and
women to trust the men.
While not as reliable, hormonal injections, implants
and patches are also popular
forms of birth control for
women. Women also can
choose sponges, diaphragms
or spermicides.
Male hormonal contraceptives would work like females.
In products currently being
tested in the United States,
testosterones and progestins
combine to prevent the body
from producing sperm, which,
in turn, prevents pregnancy in
a female partner.
Unity, male hormonal contraceptives would reduce a
man's sperm count to zero That
is no easy task, considering that
■ healthy male produces 1,000
sperm per second. One milliliter
of ejaculate, enough to fill a
thimble, contains anywhere
from 20 to 200 million sperm. A

wide variety of factors from
smoking to genetics can affect
sperm count.
John Amory works with .1
male contraceptive research
program funded by the World
llealth Organization. Amory's
group received a five-year, $9.5
million grant from the organization. Working out of the
Population Center for Research
in Human Reproduction in
Seattle, the group is getting
close to developing an effective
male contraceptive.
"We've made so much
progress," Amory said. "We're
■Bung closer and closer to
that zero sperm count."
Using the test oste ronesprogestins
combination,
Amory's team has produced a
zero sperm count in close to 80
percent of study participants.
A contraceptive that
completely shuts down
sperm production is as
effective as the pill, Amory
said. However, research
has shown that even sperm
counts below 3 million per
milliliter of ejaculate significantly reduce the risk
of pregnancy.
Three large-scale studies
of male hormonal control
are underway. Oragnon, a
Dutch pharmaceutical company, is conducting a study
involving 300 men.
Amory said researchers
have been encouraged by
the results. Participants are
reporting few side effects
and few resulting pregnancies. If data continues to be
favorable, male hormonal
birth control could hit the
market within four years,
Amory Mkl
Some researchers, including
Amory, say a monthly injection
will be the first to reach consumers. Others think an
implant inserted under the arm,
similar to Norplant, will pave
the way. And, there are those
betting on a daily pill. Then,
there are trials testing possible
combinations of these methods.
The list goes on and on.
Vanessa Collins, vice presi-

dent for medical affairs at
Manned Parenthood, said any
safe method for reducing
unwanted pregnancies would
be welcome.
Joseph Tash hopes it won't
take long. Tash, associate profes
sor of molecular and integrated
physiology at the Universirv of
Kansas Medical Center, is working to develop a hormonal form
of male birth control.
Three years ago, the
National Institutes of Health
..warded the pair a grant to
fund their research. They currently are in the process of
patenting their developments.
Because their research has not
been patented yet, Gunda
Georg, professor of medicinal
chemistry at University of
Kansas Medical Center, and
Tash are not comfortable disUISSIMK the specifics.
There's a greater awareness
of new technologies in all fields.
Now people have an idea of
what we can do," he said.
The number of developments in female contraception
has drawn attention to the lack
of male birth control. Now
researchers are taking what
they've learned about female
birth control and studying how
il applies to the male body.
No one is sure exactly how
men or women will react when
male contraceptives go on the
market. Planned Parenthood
and other organizations think
people will be receptive.
Several large, independent
surveys have shown men to be
responsive to the idea. In a
worldwide poll of 2,000 men
conducted by the University of
Edinburgh in the United
Kingdom last year, more than 75
percent said they were
"extremely interested, and
would highly consider using" a
hormonal contraceptive. The
remaining 25 percent said
"absolutely not."
That doesn't discourage
Amory, the Seattle researcher.
When the alternative contraceptive methods are considered
men will warm up to the idea
hormonal control, he said.

Petit 1 jrceny
The larceny of $100
from Mish-r Chips u f
rently is under investigation.
lohn I) Agens, 18, of Wilt.-i,
Conn., was arrested in
Potomac Hall Nov. 20 at 11:06
p.m. and charged with petit
larceny for removing a sign
from Bridge forth Stadium.
A JMU student reported the
lanenv ol .i parking hangtag
from P Lot Nov. 24 between
7:45 and 8:39 am
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a mountain bike
from * Ireek Row Nov. 24
between 3 and 3:30 p.m.
A JMU student reported
the larceny of a car
face plate from a car in R2
Lot Nov. 25.
A fire extinguisher was
reported missing from the
first floor of Chesapeake I Lit!
Nov. 30 at 4:30 pm
Harassing Phone Calls
A JMU student in I
Hall reported receiving
harassing phone calls from a
student between Oct. 20 and
Nov. 21.
Number oi drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25 19
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Prompt, Courteous Service
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Sunday Morning BluesP
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide a challenging atmosphere to assist
you in finding your spiritual path.
JMU CAMPUS INFO: Conlacl Rev. Byrd Tetzlaff. uurevbyrd@holmail.com
Sunday Morning Children's Program for Ages 5-17

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.org

Phone:867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

STUDY BREAK SPECIAL:
1 Large Topping
2: 20 oz. bottles
of Coca Cola Product

$9.99
r

433-PAPA
(7272)

JAMES UCHONE
antique

jewelry
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75 Court Square, Harrisonburg
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Jhink you may be
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Pregnancy Center
FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS

Call 434-7528
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ATTACKS: Suspect
similar in some cases
ATTACKS, from page 1
attempted to cover them
with his T-shirt.
The man was reported to be
between 40 and 45 years of age,
approximately 6 feet 2 inches tall
and weighs around 250 pounds,
according to the bulletin. He had
dark brown hair and was wearing black-rimmed glasses the
night of the incident.
The first incident was
reported Oct. 24, but may
have occurred between Sept.
21 and Sept. 27, according to
the bulletin.
At the railroad tracks near

< ,nvk Row and adjacent to the
power plant on campus, ,i
female JMU student was walking home unaccompanied when
■hi reportedly was struck in the
back and pushed to the ground.
She saw the attacker's face as
she attempted to run past him.
He hit her again and touched
her breasts, according to the bulletin. At that point, the victim
■track her attacker in the face
and escaped. The victim
believes that she had seen her
attacker on campus on'several
previous occasions.
She described him as a

white male in his 30s with
short, dark hair and some
facial hair. He is of medium
build and approximately 6foot-1-inch
tall,
weighing
between 175 and 180 pounds.
The attacker has a slight
Southern accent and smoker's
voice, according to the bulletin.
In the Nov. 9 Timely
Notification Bulletin, this
case and the Nov. 8 incident
at 3:30 a.m. have been noted
as possibly connected incidents, as the suspects have
similar descriptions
and
similar behavior.

SGA: Two students earn honor
SGA, from page 1
"This is a ivmarkable organization on campus," said junior
Matt Gray, Arts & Letters senator. "This group does so much
charity work on campus. They
have been operating with really
inadequate equipment."
Senior Matt
Benjamin,
speaker-elect, added, "They
do countless fund raisers on
campus for other groups of
no benefit for themselves."
The Senate also suspended
the house rules in order to pass
resolution seven and tight
which recognized the Student of
the Mixith Award recipients.
Junior Leah Conley, a
Colonial Athletic Association's
AH Second Team for softball
member, and junior Kristin
DiVincenzo, a nursing major
involved
in
Student
Ambassadors, Zeta Tau Alpha
and FReshman Orientation
Guides, both wen? chosen as
Students of the Month, and each
received a certificate and recognition from the SGA.
"It is great for an organization to represent their peers on
and around campus," said
Student Body President Levar
Stoney of the Student of the
Month Program.
The next bill discussed

involved offering support to add
a Web portal to JMU s Web page.
This portal will allow students
to personalize the JMU Web
page and add calendars,
Hamsonburg news, events and
weather, or anything else the
student would like to include to
the JMU homepage.
"I don't think this is .in
appropriate measure for us
to take at this
time,"
Benjamin said. "This money
(that would be spent on
adding to the Web page)
could be used to pay professors and add more class sections so people can graduate
on time. We aren't just writing a bill and submitting it;
we need to make sure students are going to use this
This bill ended up being
tabled in order to find if students
would use a Web portal. It will
be on a survey the Academic
Affairs Committee is conducting
today about adding a Greek
classics major
"To say that I was shocked
when the bill was tabled is an
understatement," said sophomore Cory Winter, Huffman
Hall senator, one of those who
submitted the bill. "As repre^•ntatives of the student opinion, we missed an opportunity

TOP ^ REASONS
TO COME TO...

to serve students and generate
momentum in discussing this
project with the administration. Instead of talking with
constituents about the matter,
the senators ... [havej their
constituents fill in scantrons

BOOKS: Underdog is here
BOOKS, from page 1
Using Underdog Books is
risk-free, Kahan said, because
listing with them does not obligate users to sell or buy "If you
wanted to, you could list with
us and then go straight to the
bookstore and buy your books
there," he said.
It is a first-come, first-serve
system, so Shallal said students
should list as early as possible.
"The earlier you put in your
book, the better chance you
have of it being bought or
sold," Shallal said.
According to Kahan, the
books are inspected by the
delivery people upon pickup
to ensure they meet quality
standards.
A refund is possible up to
three days after the delivery
transaction, Shallal said, so he
suggests students schedule
delivery appointments at the
start of next semester.
Shallal said the idea for the
company came from seeing
how much people dreaded
going to the bookstore each
semester. "As students, who
better to do this?" Kahan said.
"We understand the struggle."
They said that, as business

"As far as the financial concern goes, I fully admit that we
will need to join the administration in finding creative
ways to serve students without breaking the bank," Winter
said. "Students with whom I
discussed the idea of a Web
community had nothing but
good responses to it. The bottom line is that, instead of senators supporting an idea
which will serve every single
student at JMU, they decided
to table the bill and duck and
run from a great opportunity.
Mark Warner, senior vice
president of student affairs,
talked to the Senate as it
wrapped up its last meeting of
the semester.
"Leaders motivate people
and move them forward ... It is
the job of a leader is to make people feel comfortable with
change," Warner said. He offered
four ideas for people to do every
day — to make a difference, find
an adventure, lead and serve.

SANTA, from page 1
DiVincenzo volunteered for
the position because, according
to DiVincenzo, they "are so
committed to the organization
and the cause; it's been a great
experience."
Santa was present for the
performances by several of
JMU's a cappella groups.
Croups, such as The Madison
Project, Low Key, Exit 245 and
the BluesTones, as well as
Madison Dance, donated their
time to help entertain the
crowd of more than 650 people,
according to Filingeri.
Following the performances, the cartoon holiday classic
"How
the Grinch Stole
Christmas" was shown.
In addition to the performances, door prizes were given
away by emcees DiVincenzo
and Filingeri, with the help of
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open Christmas morning,
according to Lucy Brizandine, a
foster care social worker at
Hamsonburg and Kockingham
County Social Services.
junior Sara Cichocki, a
Student Ambassador, said, "I
think if s important that the JMU
students reach out to the
Harrisonburg community
because it really helps the children
have a better holiday season."
Williams said, "We are so
thankful for the JMU students
and ambassadors for this event.
I don't think that they realize
what an impact this has on the
foster children."
In preparation for the event,
about 1,000 candy canes and 30
gallons of hot chocolate were distributed on the commons in
addition to a sleigh parade
Monday night to spread the holiday spirit, according to Filingeri.
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other Student Ambassadors,
which kept the crowd entertained between groups.
"We had a really run time
shopping for the toys to bring
to Operation Santa Claus,"
freshman Patricia Antcliff said.
"It's such a great cause, plus the
performances were great"
Following the completion of
the evening, all the toys and
donations were collected by the
Harrisonburg and Rockinghani
County Social Services, and
will be distributed to the needy
children Christmas morning,
according to Celest Williams,
foster adoption coordinator at
Harrisonburg and Kockingham
County Social Services.
Some of the foster children
have suffered abuse and neglect and most have no families
so, without the event, they
wouldn't have anything to

TACO SALADS
Chiclan

Maae to e

subleased space from him for
their business location and hired
Wildwires to create the database
for their Web site. Shallal and
Kahan describe Denbigh as
their mentor and inspiration.
Denbigh said he wants to
promote entrcpniuurship at
the student level. "1 started
my company my senior year,
M I've been in their shoes.
When they came to me, they
were really enthusiastic and
excited, so I wanted to help
them, give them some things
they couldn't get," he said.
Jol\n J. Rheault, director of
the JMU Bookstore, said that,
while he welcomes the competition, he "thinks Underdog
Books may be missing part of
the equation.
"This industry has been
doing things a certain way for a
very long time. Lots of other
businesses have tried and failed
to modify that system, yet we
are still here," Rheault said.
Shallal and Kahan said
what they are trying to do is
create competition for the
bookstore to give students
more options. "In the end,
this is a service for students." Shallal said.

SANTA: Groups raise money

QOOaA SIGNATURE ■UMITOS

Q

majors, starting Underdog
h\>oks also has been a great
learning experience. "We go to
class and learn skills and then
come back and use those skills
in our business. We decided
that, even if we fail, we have
still learned so much Irom
ihi-. Shallal said
Underdog Books employees
are also students. Their c < purfcn
all are JMU students, and they
hired a JMU graphic design
student organization, Special
Interest Group for Graphic
Designers, to design the Web
site and company logo.
Senior MattUvena, SUBGRAPH COfounder, Mid SK ,GRAPH saw it as a mutually
beneficial situation, as both are
organizations just starting out.
"They're getting high-quality work done by some really
imaginative students, and
we're getting the chance to test
ourselves as group and get professional working experience,"
Uvena said.
Shallal and Kahan also work
with JMU 2002 gradual, IVu 1
Denbigh, the CEO and coowner of Wildwires, which specializes in computer npMF And
networking solutions. They

later t«>day.
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Congressman questions high textbook costs
Representative says books twice as expensive for American students
ii HI K Mm u
Daily 0 'Collegian

BY HI

A new bill intniduced to
Congress may help ease the pocketbook pain students feel each
semester when buying textbooks.

Reeenj Kturfics ihon
American students often pay

mon th.in overseas student-.
for the Mine textbook) that are
published in the United St.it.-.
Oregon Congressman David
Wu, member of the House
Education Committee, introduced legislation to the U.S.
House of HpKMnMiva Nm
20 to require an investigation of
the college textbook industry's
pricing practices.
According to the press release
(mm Wu's office, the investigative division of Congress, the
General Accounting Office, will
look into why American students often pay more than dou-

ble what overseas students pay
for the same textbook and why
U.S. college bookstores are
barred from buying the cheaper
allematn es available overseas.
"American college students
should not have to pay double
what overseas students pay for
identical college textbooks Die
pricing practices of the college
textbook industry defy common
sense, and today, I am announcing legislation to get to the bottom
of it," VVusaid in the press release
"The (books) in too
expensive."
said
Tiffany
Doughert, a freshman at
Oklahoma State University.
Textbook publishers churn
more money out of students
by packaging textbooks in
plastic bundles, requiring students to buy extra materials
such as CD-ROMs, workbooks
and study guides These extra
items are added to make the

textbook look more appealing
to pWlfawon when choosing
which textbooks to use for the
classes they teach.

The pricing practices of
the college textbook
industry defy
common sense...
- David Wu
Oregon Congressman

59
It's iust a way for them to
charge more," Dustin Morgan,
an OSU sophomre said of the
packaged textbooks. "Not many
students actually use that extra
stuff It is unnecessary."

I*ublishers continually have based on whether the book
been losing money to the effi- still is being used, how many
cient used-book market. This books of that kind they have
C' 1cm is not a new one. It hason hand, and the condition of
building for years since the book
publishers made the mistake of
Two of the biggest comnot getting in on the used-book plaints students have are aimed
market. Therefore, publishers at books they cannot buy UMd,
frequcntly are releasing new, such as workbooks, and the sellunneeded editions of textbooks back value of their books.
to make more money. Several
"You spend $30 on a
publishers now control the mar- workbook to only te.ir two
ket place because the others pages out of it, then you can't
could not survive.
even sell it back," Krii/ Mid
"It's somewhat unnecessary about workbooks.
to have 12 editions of a book with
Morgan finds the sell-back
only minor changes to the text," value on books ridiculous.
Erik Kritz an OSU freshman said. "You spend $50 on a book
One of Still water, Okla.'s and then you can only sell it
college bookstores, Cowboy back for $20."
Books, sells both new and
According to the press
used books. Its book prices release, Wu's bill will
range anywhere from $5 to require the GAO to investi$150 per new or used book — gate the college textbook
some of the cheapest prices in industry and report back
town. They buy books back within one year on at least

This Group of Students Raised
$312,000 FOR YOU!

500,000

Thank You For All Your Hard Work.

NEW BOOKS

Madison Connection Team
Diane Arnold
Jen Baldon
Carrie Belt
Christine Benevento
Carolyn Bennett
Jeannine Booth
Liz Cady
Stacey Carter
Abby Chambers
Joe Ciarallo
Liz Clark
Megan ConitT
Kenna Costello
David Crizer

Twenty thousand titles
More

than

50

different

categories

including Literature, Drama, Poetry, General Fiction, Mystery & Suspense,
American & World History, Political Science, Sociology, Psychology, SelfHelp, New Age, Sports, Fitness, Camping, Hiking, Music History, Audio
Books, Religion, Philosophy, Business, Reference, Education, Travel, Cooking,
Gardening, Interior Decorating, Children's Books, and much more.

All 60% to 90% off retail

Today thru Dec 14 •
lototed IS minute south of JMU Take I 81 lo exit
240; turn east on Id 682 S vetch lot the signs.

9AM

to 7PM

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

Taylor Del Monte
Lynn Moonan
Matt DeMartis
Emily Noonan
Ben Ellis
Ian Hemberton
Katie Epstein
Brett Phelps
Caitlin Frazier
Jenn Roman
Kristen Frazier
Liz Rorrer
Angela Fusco
Jen Shine
Amanda Gardner
Doug Stanford
Danielle Graaf
Kamaren Suwijn
Courtney GrifTen
Chris Thomas
Matt Healy
Darcy Uricoli
Jincy John
Rachel Wermuth
Amanda Krasnoff
KB Young
Brian Marques
Rachel Zauncr
Amy Mattingly
The Madison Connection is a learn of student leaders who call
parents, alumni, and friends of the university for resources to enhance
the academic <t athletic programs for all JMU students

O O K FA I
2192 Green Valley In., Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 (8001385 0099

several points.
These points included the
average amount of money a
student spends on textbooks,
the average cost to produce
new textbooks, the average
cost to produce ■ new edition
of a previously published
textbook, the reasons for the
price discrepancy in textbooks in and outside the
United States, the extent of
the problem with such price
discrepancy, whether the
price discrepancy problem
occurs in a certain subject
area, the extent to which new
editions of textbooks are different from their previous
editions — including the percentage of work that is actually substantively changed
from one edition to the next,
and the average time period
between old and newer editions of textbooks.

FIND MORE INFORMATION AT:
www.Jmu.edu/ntadlsonconnertion
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The Bluestone wants to see you, up close and personal...
so get ready to "Shoot Yourself!"

Submit your candid photos relating to your life at JMU, up close and personal.
Be Clliatiie with your submissions! If your photo(s) is chosen they will be printed
in the 2003-2004 edition of The Bluestone!

Deadline for submissions: January 23, 2004
Send photos to MSC 3522
or drop them by the office,
Anthony-Seeder 217

* B
The Hlurnnnr

questions?? contact Gina at
jniu_bluestone@yahoo.coin
or call 568-6541
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Ski Free
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Iii Need of Housing?

at
MassaniAtten
Ski Resort

< Ol IA\ I I I
l(\NKI U
( l IMMI Hi I VI

Now hiring for Ski Season
Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and Morel

FUNKHOUSF.R
REALTORS"

We oiler (lie largesl selection
of oil campus housing lo meet
your specific needs,

'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!
Stoa by tha Ml Oftlca M-F 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
to INI out an aa*l Ic a tlon.

289-4984
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RT Computer Systems
computer Systems, Parts, Peripherals and Service

2,3,4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms
Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms

Harrisonburgs Favorite Computer Store!

• W. Sail * lanrka lalh Daaktop ao( Laptop Computm
• Knowladaaablt Ilift/Expirt Advic*
• Van S.laction ol Aegaaaoriai, PaiU ft P»riahaiali
lot All ol Your Conputir Roads

Hours:
- Sat
9.ini (o 7|)in
MOM

• Camaotlltvo Pricing/Quality Br.nai

Mountain View

• Your Oni-Slop NMwotk Solution
• K*port Computir Dpgraao * RapaJt fcnrica Ptrloim.i
at Oar Taoh Facility or Oa-IHa

540-442-7335

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

3 Bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space. Includes
3 5 baths and 2 living rooms.

1.2 & 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.

2 & 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer

3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar Across
from JMU Quad.

1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Some
utilities included

3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2 5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer

5 Bedrooms Spacious lownhomes located in
walking distance to campus.
W/D & walkout basement

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

Jl

ill 11 In IH uoaar lka»l>f [m
Hat lo pun t Mmic

HEWUMTT '
PACKARD

I

SliiHnl. Ftc.lly 4 Stall Dlacoant
wit* Pnpai ID (Lakar Only)

lar-m—-a-tar-aJ

L=-•■=■
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Ashby Crossing

Duke Gardens

Come in now
only one week

left to pay
no security deposit

COI l>\\ II I
BANKIR
COM Ml R( I Al

Rental Rates Include: Phone

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

Cable
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001

Ethernet

6

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info@cbcfunkhouser.com
(540)434-5150
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rary to a common perception JMU stunts have, they do not live in an idyllic
y suburban community nestled in the
foothills of the South.
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[Gays and lesbians] are human
beings who deserve as much
respect ast heterosexuals do.

OPINION
HOUSE

JOHN ALEX GOLDEN

junior

EDITORIAL

IU overlooks recent sexual assaults, campus security
Vith a disturbing number of assaults
incidents of harassment occurring on
?us this fall, students must become
> aware of danger on campus, in neightioods and in the city. Contrary to a cornperception JMU students nave, they
ot live in an idyllic suburban commu■ty nestled in the foothills of the South.
I JMU and Harrisonburg increasingly are
iigh-density urban areas with all the safey concerns such areas possess. Students
nust take precautions to avoid assault,
"ampus security, however, has not been
living up to reasonable expectations for
precaution and protection.
Blame cannot be leveled completely at
I JMU students. Campus tour guides over
I the past few years nave spent little time
I talking about Harrisonburg's growing
: population or the safety concerns that
| coincide with living in this area. Attention
has been directed toward the growing
number of blue lights and the presence of
Campus Cadets. Having cadets and emergency phones on campus is a good start,
but by no means does it provide JMU students with an accurate picture of safety
conditions in Harrisonburg.
Of course, Student Ambassadors is
concerned with providing a fun, exciting
tour that will cause prospective students
to want to come to JMU. Just because
knowledge about safety in Harrisonburg
and at JMU may not be charming, it still is
important for campus tours to give an
accurate description of life at JMU — not
just an attractive one.
Harrisonburg is not a safe city It isn't
Richmond or Washington, DC., but
Harrisonburg unfortunately sees its own
share of robberies, assaults and drugs within its confines. The last week of November
alone saw four drug offenses, six assaults,
one sex offense and 46 robberies.
Remember, the city is small enough for anyone to walk across it in one or two hours.
Also, Harrisonburg's bus transit system
uses the Godwin Hall parking lot as the
main transfer point for trie city. That means

anyone can get on a city bus and be in the
heart of JMU in under an hour. Once someone gets off a city bus, they easily may mix
with JMU students.
Students also should take precautions
to avoid assault. Walking alone after
dark is not safe, no matter whether one is
on or off campus.
Timely Notification Bulletins and emails are not a sufficient response on the
part of campus security. E-mail has
become such a normal part of everyday
life that university e-mails and notices are
given a brief glance and forgotten. E-mail
updates and notices postedaround campus are not a sufficient response on the
[■art of campus security to the threat posed
0 JMU students.
JMU must escape from its public relations fantasy — the idea that all news can
be spun and presented in a way that
makes JMU look good. Assaults against
students do not improve JMU's image,
either. It would not hurt JMU to stop hiding from the truth about campus security
and address this issue publicly.
First, after an assault occurs on campus, police officers should meet with residence advisers and, if possible, the entire
residence hall, in a meeting to discuss
what happened and to suggest security
precautions. If campus security had conducted such meetings after the first
assault this semester, perhaps the others
could have been avoided.
Second, officers and cadets should take
a proactive approach to campus security.
After 10 p.m., security personnel should
E individuals on campus and ask for
identification. Anyone who does not
identification and has no business
being on campus should be escorted off
campus and warned not to return.
These are just two ways JMU can
improve security. Ifs time to take these
threats seriously and act accordingly.
Hopefully, by the time students return, safety will be something JMU actively protects
rather than grudgingly admits it doesn't

■ Breeze Reader's View

Homosexual marriage
raises tolerance issues

E-mail darts and pals In hrcezt'dp("'linlmail.r<>ni
Pans »t Pius are submitted anonymously and printed on it spare'
available basis. Submissions are based upim one person v opinion .>/.;
given situation, person or event and do not necessarily rrfleet the truth.

JohnalexGolden

Pat...

Dart...
A "you-might-be-the-most-immatureand-disrespectful-people-on<ampus" dart to
the two boys who ran into each other with
plates full of food in [>hall and then ran out.
From a girl who thinks you boys are in
far more trouble with your social skills than
with the D-hall staff. '

A "way-hvhave-holiday-cheer" pat to the
second flour guys who attempted to duct tape
a live Christmas tree to the overhang above
the front door of our dorm.
From two girls who can't wail for Christinas.

Dart...

Pat...

A "get-your-own-Fraggle-colk'ction" dart
to the person who stole my Fraggles from my
nxim the Monday before Thanksgiving
From a muppet enthusiast who spent a lot of
money on her collection and is outraged tliat you
missed the "stealing is wrong" lesson in first grade.

Pat...

An enormous " thanks-for-showing-you rtrue-JMU-pride" pat to the students on the
commons who broke into the fight song
when I had to take my tour past our
"favorite" evangelist last Friday.
From a senior tour guide who was thrilled
your school spirit outshined tliat negativity.

Dart...

A "bananas-of-the-world-unite" pat to the
women's ultimate Frisbee team for a fantastic
weekend at the East Carolina Univirsiiv
Ultimax Frisbee Tournament.
Fnmi some rookies ic/w appreciate tlte veterans'
lielp and netvr will forget cramming 22 girls into
two rooms.
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A "thanks-for-the-nKk-hard-dorm-chairs"
dart to those responsible for making our allnighters that much moiv uncomfortable.
From tuio students with aching rear eiuls
who uvuhtn I have picked these chairs from a catalog if you held a gun to our heads.

Patrick Smith
Hip De I lit a
Alan Neckowita

"lb the press alotte, chequered as it is with abuses.
Hie world is indebted for all the triumphs which
liave been gairud by
reason and humanity over error and impression."
— James Madison

Editorial Board:
Drew Wilson
Editor
Alison Fargo
Maru^inu hduor
Adam Sharp
(Yunon Editor
I .tier* to the editor dvnikl lie no more than ScV |
column* ihoukl he no mote than "WO word*, and hotli
will he published on a space available haw. They mutt be
delivered to The Brtett by noonTuesday o* 5 pin. Friday.
Tht Bnete reserve* the right to edit (or clarity and .pace
The opinion* in (hit section do not neccsaanly reflect
the opinion <-i the new*paper. this staff, or James
Madison University.

An article in Iht \o\ ember 24
Tlte New York Times entitled
"Amid Acci-ptanceot Gays, a Split
on Marriage Issues," expressed
the opinion of .1 number of individuals in the "swing suburbs of
Philadelphia" tin the recent
Massachusetts Supreme Court
decision affecting gav marriage.
In the article, writer Michael
Janofsky points out that "...
many voters have sharply held
views tm gay marriage, but still
seem to share a high degree of
tolerance toward hamrjeaxuali
Well, break out the party,
boys and girls. Cays and lesbians are being "tolerated."
Tile fact ol tlx- matter is that
many are not even tolerating
gavs and lesbians. Fvents like
the attack on Matthew Shepard
of Iaranue. W>0 . an-a lot more
common than people would
like to believe.
Ins! 1 ho, ytAfl ago in
Koanoke, a 57-year-old man
w lins*' last name was Gay went
into a gay bar and shot seven
people — killing one —
because- he was tired ol being
teased aUnit his last nafflf In
Washington, D.C., police still
are searching tor clues in the
murder ot luotransgender persons in an apparent hate crime
I ven here at |MU, three
women were ■SMUlted outside ot D-hall in 2001 because
they were perceived lobe lesbians. Of the throe attacked at
JMU, only one actually was
gay I he other two were just
assumed to be gay because
they were accompanying a
lesbian You know us gay
people
all our triends have
to be gav to hang out with us.
Assuming lb) ,1 1110mentth.it
there is a general Urling ol loltrance toward harnoaaxuab by
the general community, is that
really enough? Absolutelv not.
Shodanfl as this may come bo
mam. gavs and lesbians are, in
fact, human beings. They are
human beings who deserve as
much (taped aa heterosexuals
do. Tolerance is not respect.
Tolerating something means
you deal wtth it, perhaps ignore

that it exists and it requires no
respect on your part. Respect is
treating someone as an equal.
Some would argue that showing respect toward gays and lesbians means you have to approve
of their lifestyles.
First, I ask, exactly what is
wrong with a gay lifestyle? Gay
couples really aren't that different from straight couples; some
relationships last weeks, some
years, some decades. The only
real difference is the sex of the
couples. Well, that and the current legal rights.
Secondly, respecting something dtiesn't mean you have to
like it. No government ever
should have the right to legislate
how you feel, no matter what. I
respect Republicans; I just dislike
their platform. 1 don't lobby to
take away a Republican's right to
vole. I respect Christians; I just
don't agree with many t>f their
teachings. That doesn't mean I
think CTiristians shouldn't be able
to worship they way they please.
1 respect my mommate; I just hate
his ugly shoes. I'm not sneaking
into his nxmi at night and throwing them away.
Whv is there such a big fight
over gay marriage? Because it's
important. When a straight couple gets married, there are 1,042
benefits — ves, someone counted — that straight couples
receive just by standing before
the Justice ol the Peace and saving "I do" to each other. It's not
little Mult, either
Imagine if your husband or
v. He w.re in I car accident, was
being treated In the emergency
nxim, and von couldn't see him
or her i \,i\ couples can't. Social
security and Medicare1 benefits?
Forget it. |oint insurance coverage? Not likely. Tax breaks?
Inheritance rights? Adoption of
children? Not one. Even in
\ermont, the one state that has
granted "civil unions' to gay
couples, only statewide benefits
are granted. The minute you
cross the border, gay rights stav
on the other side ot the line
No religious institution ever
see RESPECT, ptgtB
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JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.
DINING SERVICES

WINTER BREAK 2003-2004
HOURS OF OPERATION
Tuesday, December 9
UREC Smoothie Bar - closes 9:30prn
Wednesday, December 10
Let's Go! - closes 2pm
Mrs. Green's - closes 2pm
Lakeside Express - closes 11 pm
C-Store East - closes 12 Midnight
Thursday, December 11
Market One - doses 2 pm
Festival )ava City - closes 8pm
TDU Java City - closes 9:30pm
PC Dukes - closes 10pm
Friday, December 12
Madison Grill - closes 2pm
Festival - closes 2pm
Chick-fil-A - closes 2pm
Door 4 Subs - closes 2 pm
D4Hall - closes 2pm
Mister Chips - closes 5pm
Saturday, December 13 - Sunday, December 14
All Locations Closed
Monday, December 15 - Friday, December 19
Door 4 Subs - Open 11am-1:30pm
Mister Chips - Open 8am-2pm
Saturday, December 20 - Sunday, lanuary 4
All Locations Closed
Monday, January 5 - Friday, lanuary 9
Door 4 Subs - Open 11 am-1:30pm
Mister Chips - Open 8am-2pm

JOMMUTERS!
fs that timt again ta §lgfi
up far a commuter maal planl
Avoid the Mots ifi January by
signing up ia December!
Slop by Card Services In Warren Moll, or
rotch for Iht brochure In Ihe moil at
rour homo ovor winter break.

Saturday, lanuary 10
All Locations Closed
Sunday, lanuary 11
D-Hall - Opens 4:30pm
PC Dukes - Opens 5pm
Festival - Opens 5pm
Mister Chips - Opens 5pm
Monday, lanuary 12
All other dining locations open for regular hours.

.- •-

( omr |om the st.»ft ot the Frrsh
\ i >od C omp.iny tor .» tcstivi
«vt ninq of holid.iy music and
tint* dining .it our annual
Holiday Dinner on Dcicmbcr 9 '•
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Public transportation Christian groups need to do more on campus
BrianGoodman
in dire need of revision
StephenAtwell
At bert, the changes made
the transit system by the
Department of
■Public Transportation this year
were an interesting concept.
Unfortunately, it has turned
out to be a horrible idea.
The big difference was to add
a continuous "Shopper" route
and change the late-night weekend schedules from set times to
ii>nhniK»is ores. The name in
itself signifies an initial conceptual flaw. A bus is forced to make
stops and, therefore, is never
actually continuous, unless we
suddenly were in a real-lite ver
sion of the movie "Speed '
The probkTn with the present
bus system stems from these continuous schedules — not knowing when to expect a bus to come
is horribly disconcerting.
I walk out to the bus stop to
catch a ride on any given weekend and, unless the bus is sitting
anticipating my arrival, there is
no telling if the bus will be arriving shortly or if it just left. This
leaves me with the potential of ,1
40-minute wait in the cold.
Riding the bus has become more
of an act of faith than a reasonable
alternative to driving.
The schedule dilemma
also leads to overcrowding
on the buses when they do
arrive. The people at the
bus stop are expected to
wait in the cold in a state
of uncertain anticipation.
When the bus finally
comes, people pile into it
because they have no way
of knowing much longer it
will be for the next bus.
On one occasion, it was so
crowded that 1 had to turn
my head to the side because
there was not enough room
to look straight ahead.
l.ast year, when the buses'
running times weie posted adequately, if you missed the bus
that departed Godwin Hall on
the hour, you could catch the bus
on the half-hour. That reassurance has been decimated by the
concept of a continuous cycle.

;,larrisonburg

I 'ei iple wander back and forth
from the Chandler Hall and
Godwin Hall bus stops because
there is no telling where or when
the first bus will arrive. Peopk' are
forced to take another leap of faith
when choosing to make this pilgrimage. During the course of the
journey, there is no telling if a bus
will come and leave one waiting
at the bus stop in vain.
Something must be done to
rectify this problem. One of the
arguments the creators of the
continuous bus system use to
support the idea is that, due to
varying levels of traffic congestion, a continuous schedule is
preferable. I would much rather
have the bus be running 10
minutes late than have no idea
when it was coming.
It is curious how every other
form of public transportation in
cities all across the country can
manage to develop a running
schedule. The assumption that
Harrisonburg has a larger traffic problem than cities like
Washington, DC, is absurd.
If this is the case, then all the
bus routes should be continuous and not simply the routes
used most frequently by JMU
students. The fact that the JMU
"Shopper" route and the latenight weekend routes are the
only ones subjected to a continuous schedule seems to show a
lack of concern for JMU students. It is even more interesting when you consider the
cooperation and funding the
HDPT receives from JMU each
year and the utter disregard for
students it seems to show.
According to the Aug. 25
issue of Tlie BrtYZe", the bus
schedules are revised every
semester and over Summer anil
Winter Breaks, according to
Vicki Conley, Harrisonburg
superintendent. If this is the
lonedefinUe revisions are
in order before students return
from Winter Break.
Steptien Atwell is a sophomore
SMAD major who would rather
walk than rehj on Harrisonburg's
dysfunctional transportation system.

He's back! Yes, ladies and
gentlemen, if you missed
him the first time, never
fear Step right this way,
past Warren Hall and onto
the commons. Welcome to
your condemnation.
That's right. Do you watch
"Beavis and Butthead"? Do
you listen to Van Halen? You
there, you are a rather buff
man. You must be a sports nut.
Here's an attractive girl. Is that
flavored lip gloss? You are
clearly a fornicating, lustful
woman — even if you're not
from the Village.
Oh, and you, son. You have
an earring. Licentious, weakkneed, emasculated homosexual offender. May God have
mercy on the baby killers.
Better yet, may God not have
mercy on the baby killers.
Don't forget the Mormons.
Matt Bourgault, the
traveling evangelist from
Consuming Fire Campus
Ministries who has taken
up business hours on a
cement rounder, has been
harassing students on the
commons again.
I think he condemns more
sinners to hell than we waste
pounds of food in D-hall. I
appreciate comic relief during the end of the semester
crunch, but it would be
much more pleasant if it didn't involve so much hellfire
and damnation.
If you are wondering
whether you are a sinner cruising in for an extended period of
wailing and gnashing of teeth,
don't worry — you are. If any
doubt still remains, all you need

to do is read Bourgaulf s suspenders. They have been customized with a sign listing the
various reasons why everyone
but the wearer is on the bullet
train to hell.
For some unknown reason,
this didn't go over well with
most observers. Non-Christians
were tom between hosts of
responses. There were many
who engaged Bourgault in <i
discussion or a shouting match
— a mistake considering that
the man shouts for a living.
There were others who
heckled, those who were quietly amused and many who were
quietly offended. Many registered their protest of Bourgault
by donating money to a fraternity's Christmas toy drive,
whose volunteers were making
the best of a bad situation on a
neighboring concrete rounder.
At least the less fortunate of
Harrisonburg will benefit from
Bourgault's presence.
As for the Christians in the
crowd, they were engaged
knee-deep in damage control.
Looking around, one could
observe the more offended
Christians attempting to prove
Bourgault wrong, whilr m.inv
others were having personal
discussions with people in the
crowd in an attempt to undo
the damage. God bless them;
these people were involved.
They were trying to make a difference, whether by debating
with the preacher or discussing
with their friends.
But for all of Bourgault's
many issues, you have to give
it to the guy. He was noticeable and, for better or worse,
he made an impact. That is
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their large group meetings,
and they provide great
small group Bible studies.
But for whatever reason, 1
have seen wry little of
either organization on campus this senii'ster
These Christian organizations need to step up. It's a
cliche\ but people don't care
how much we know until
they know how much wc
care. If Christians are to tun «•
any impact on JMU, on
Harrisonburg, on Virginia, on
America and on the world,
we need to show Christ to the
world by our actions.
I'm not talking about prtwolytizing — there's Ux> much of
that <*n the commons alreadv.
I'm talking about helping out
with Operation Santa Clans,
the food drive, World AIDS
Day or retirement (enters.
Furthermore,
Stephen
Christian, lead singer of Anberlin,
I Christian punk rock group, stated in the June 10 issue of 7V New
York Tones, "God said, "Why send
a doctor to tin M- who are well;
I'm going to send a doctor to the
sick.' 1 guarantee you [Jesus]
would have been opening up for
tlte Sex llstob back in the day."
T( > bring tha t c k <MT to home, Jesus
frequently would be hanging out
with the JMU Freethinkers, the
Muslim Student Association and
Harmony
Though Christ would be
there, the preacher never
would. Until Crusade and IV
Dtgtn to make a Jifterence in
the community at large, however, Ikmrgautt is the onlv
show in town.
Brian Goodman is an undeclared fresltman.

-1 "Writinii is a socially acceptable form of schizophrenia.
-E.L. Doctorow

• Now under new management
•Check out our specials

more than what can br s,. j.l t< >r
Christian organizations on
campus
In popular history, there are
many examples of Christians
whose faith made a difference to
the community at large. Mother
Theresa had more compassion
for the needy than Al Core, Elton
John and Ricki lake combined
Rev. Dietrich Bonruvfler was
active in the Nazi resistance
movement within Germany.
A countless number of
pastors, but most notably
Martin Luther King Jr., were
the driving forces behind
the Civil Rights Movement.
Their actions speak volumes; their faith led them to
make a proactive difference
in the world.
"I grew up not understanding why the church wasn't
involved in what was going on
in the community," said lakita
Garth, granddaughter of the
pastor at the 16th Street Baptist
Church in Birmingham, Ala,,
where four girls were killed in
a bomb blast in 1%3.
While growing up, she was
exposed to her family's
involvement through the
church in the Civil Rights
Movement. "Because |mv Mm
il/s| faith actually impacted
the world," she said."it wasn't
about a personal relationship
with Jesus Christ that didn't
touch anything eke." Yet, on
JMU's campus, it is Bourgault
and not Campus Crusade tor
Christ or Intervarsity who is
having the greatest impact.
Crusade and IV appear
to be as introspective as
Christian organizations go.
They do a good job with

4pm - Midnight

163 South Main g*. Downtown
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Next to Dave'si
540-434-4500
Wwwyoumadeit.net
T.W.Th 10-8
F.S 10-9
Sun. 1-5
Closed Mondays

Need a unique gift for someone special?
533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825 S Main St.-574-3178
798 E. Market St. 433-6200

How about a mug, vase, or picture frame "Painted by You" ?
We have hundreds of items in stock!

*&&&

4

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

CJimple Pleasures C-aye

We have catering for
Graduation & Christmas!

V

• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups and salads
• Care packages
• Boar's Head Dell
• Catering for all occasions

©

-afowfc*

1

Saturday December 6* 12:00 - 3:00pm
Location Asbury United Methodist Church 205 S Mam Street - Downtown Hamsonburi
■ to beacfit the JMU Wesley Foaadirioa'i a.iaa.oa to Soweto, Soith Africa

!

Itave a dog A ahop '«fl aou drop!!
■MM brftilMU Wider Foariatoa

498 (/-Uf /it./
J-'lmm* [mm C nmiit

ehpisft wc*** Silent Auction
& Hott Dogg w/All fehe FixhCs

564-2988

i

- •

Location
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When is the best time to go holiday shoppin
RESPECT: Homosexuals seek equality, not just toleration
KESrECT,fwmpage9
has to marry a gay couple.
That's a choice for the religion to make. No government has the right to tell a
church, a synagogue or a
mosque who it marries. But,
marriage in the eyes of the
law is a very different story.
In fact, marriage never
used to be a legal term. It was
entirely a religious entity —
something that churches did

that had no legal ramifications.
After all, the Constitution
clearly stales that "Congress
shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion"
in the First Amendment
But. legal rights started
to come to married couples,
and many chose to continue the tradition of being
married in a church. That is
not a requirement.
Hence, you can get mar-

ried before the Justice of the
Peace, or Elvis in Las Vegas,
or Joey Tribbiani. Any
church, or 1950s artist impersonator, or "Friends" character, can choose not to marry
any couple, for any reason.
That doesn't stop the couple
from going elsewhere.
Somewhere in our country's
history, we forgot all about that
"all men are created equal" thing
someone wrote a long time ago

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433-1177
Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Malo St.
HarrUonburf. VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dtnner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Wll KM \\ I \(,l I
()l

and decided gay couples don't
deserve these rights. We decided
that, because a few churches
don't marry gay people, the government
shouldn't ' either.
Somehow, we decided a straight
union was more valuable than a
gay union, and that straight people are more valuable than gay
people.
It's nothing new in America.
The 13 colonies had a crazy idea
that white people were more valu-

able because they had less melanin
in their skin, and over 225 years
later, there still are people who
believe in valuing certain groups
of people over other groups.
As Massachusetts debates
its next step, the US. Senate
introduced a bill similar to one
introduced in the House of
Representatives last spring.
The bill would amend the
Constitution to define marriage
as being between a man and a

Asian Nails ^
Full Set
S20&UP
Fill In
SI3 & UP
Manicure
S10 Parafin Wax Included
Pedicure
S18 With Foot Spa
Air brush Design
S5 & UP
Hand Painted Design
S5 & UP
Gel Nail Set
S30
Gel Fill
$20
Silk Wraps
S30
Silk Fill
S20
Eye Brow - Facial - Body Wax

woman and effectively would
ban gay marriage in America.
Never since the days of
slavery has the Constitution —
the "highest law in the land"
— been used to define one
class of citizens as more worthy than another.
That's a step backward that
we can't afford to take.
lo/malex Golden e a junior politiail science major uho plans to many
as he. not George W. Bush, sees jit.

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen

Hours: Mon.-Wed. 10am • 8pm
Thurs -Sat 9am-8pm. Sun 1 lam-Spm
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall

801-8070
WAIfc Ins welcome
Gift Corlilicntes available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
ft ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC

I I I I I I |{N

C, Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP

TAKE
25% OFF

Are pirated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
WUi be Joining their practice ofObetetrice and Oynecoiogy
September 1, 2003
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

Something Missing?
Want More in Life?

Accepting New Patients

Ladies, come check out our new female artists!

tWfTCSFV Fi«rdr.fBM

MftGPim

Want a new meaning in what you do best?
Explore your options as a
Sister of Bon Secours.

For more information visit our web site at
www.bonsecours.org/vocations or contact

(540)434-3831
(8001 545-3348

Sera

*T/\TT<50
&

Sr. Patricia Dowling, CBS
Vocation Director
1525 Marriottsville Road
Marriottsville, MD 21104

Come to the place in Harrisonburg
with the best

Phone Toll Free 1-877-742-0277
410-442-0267
Email: pat_dowling@bshsi.com

f

SISTERS OF BON SECOURS

REPUTATION
HOURS:
MON.-THURS. 12 NOON TO 8PM
FRI. & SAT. 12 NOON TO 10PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
MONDAY PIERCING UNAVAILABLE

200 SOUTH AVENUE
HARRISONBURG, VA
540-433-5612
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COMICS
Heroes Inc. by Patrick Bredland

Mike & Nik by Pebbles Dunn

30

*• »««. fcmrwAf ?

Laura

Kristy

Bteeze

PHOTO & GRAPHICS

Mikey

J«ss

Thanks to all of our photographers,
cartoonists and artists for your hard
work this semester! Have a great holiday!

Now Accepting Flex!

Swing Dance this Friday
featuring the JMU Jazz Ensemble
I

433-1821

434-0676

2485 South Mail Strait

78 Cartton Strait

Marc

Mastn St. will le closing, please order from eir ether two locations.

Everyone is welcome!
No partner or experience is necessary!

December 5th 9 midnight
beginner lesson ac 8p.m.
84 at the deer

for information:
sarvermk@jmu.edu
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating; 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Dec. 4). There are many kinds of love. The kind you'll be involved with this year
goes from starlit romance to working together on a tough project. You'll have plenty of problems to
■oh*, hut don't fret. True love will stand up to this test.

Aries March 21-April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

4jc- Today is a 7 - You should be reeling expanmJ sive, but don t push too long or too ruol.
J^7 It's better to start off with a burst of power
and coast through the rest of the day.
Otherwise, you might break something.

Today is a 7 - You're in an advanced learning
. phase, which means youll easily understand
another person's point of view. That'll be a
big help now.

&:

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Taurus April 20-May 20

^

^» I Today is an 8 - You've been under presvK) sun- to perform, but luckily for you, this
ttW just makes you more determined to do
Whatever needs your attention. You're a
rock others depend on for security. Don't
let it go to your head.

Gemini May 21-June 21
^t » Today is a 7 - Others are taking good care
flE^\ of you. Consider il your reward for .ill the
fA\ nice things you've done in the past.

9

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
|\ Today is an 8 - Follow through on a good
j^Sp idea that comes from a person you I
^^» There's more work involved than you realize,
but don't let that stop you. Youll learn.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - You're almost through the
' toughest part, and you should be doing
well. If you've consistently presented the
facts, you've made a good impression.

&LToday is a 6 - Put your other obligations
*|^L * aside for a while and clean up your house.
r^**5 Make it comfortable so that you can soon
entertain a special person there.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
^^ -x Today is a 7 - Don't get too wild and exu^HBjf berant Somebody important to your career
^f>^ soon will have a new assignment for you.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
*L fji^
"V^n|
^^t
^•^■^

j Today is a 5 - The work is intense, but the
money should be good, maybe even more
than you expected. If you find yourself in
unfamiliar territory, practice. You're gaining
experience.

Today is an 8 - Even though you're not
quite up to speed, you should be fceling
fine. Get your financi.il affairs in order so
that you can celebrate tomorrow.

j^a Today is a 7 - Friends are happy to teach
|^P you, and you'd be wise to leam. It won't be
€^\ long before you can put these new ideas and
skills to good use. But try not to be embarrassed if things don't go exactly as planned.

Pisces Feb. 19-March20
-^
Today is a 6 - Follow through on what you
«L S^t just started. For example, send off resumes
^^^* for the job that's captured your attention
but don't make any new contacts yet.
—Tribune Media Services

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

RIDDI.i of the Day
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No riddle today.

Have a great
Winter Break!
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ACROSS
1 Lacking pizzazz
5 Orca groups
9 Tripoli's country
14 Corporate
image
15 Balustrade
16 Miscue
17 Canyon reply
18 Sicilian
spouter
19 Mindful
20 Incredulous
question
23"_ Now or
Never"
24 Sister
25 Empire State
capital
29 Fill the hold
31 Fat farm
34 Freed up
35 Rani's garb
36 Arkin of
Hollywood
37 Disparaging
retort
40 P.M. periods
41 March middle
42 Downy duck
43 Horse staple
44 Arcturus or
Rigel

45 In a rational
manner
46 Face in
the minor?
47 Escalates
48 Dismissive
reply
57 Conscious
58 Prom partner
59 Suffering dull
pains
60 Caruso or
Domingo
61 Completed
62 Highland
hillside
63 Utopias
64 Greek harp
65 E-mail button

DOWN
1 Zipped by
2 Lomond or
Ness
3 Turkish title
4 Whistle blast
5 Attractive
6 Solemn vows
7 Sup
8 Large chunk
9 Baseball
grouping
10 Novelist Shaw
11 Small nail
12 Yesteryear
13 Neighborhood
21 Tendon
22 Nepal's
neighbor
25 Koran deity
26 Bather's
sponge: var.
27 Plunder
28 Requests
29 Surgical beam
30 Humanistic
disciplines
31 Downswing
32 Discussion
group
33 Indignant
35 Pop
36 Related

38 Bum from
39 Tenancy term
44 Actress
Suzanne
45 Bailiwick
46 Territory in
Canada
47 Downright
48 Break in a
fence
49 Was obligated
to
50 Ms. Doe
51 Fan-mail
recipient
52 Fleet
53 Chocolates
with fur?
54 Farm parcel
55 Genghis _
56 Took a
gander at

A|N|K|

THAT'S RIGHT.
SUNCHASE STILL HAS
ROOM FOR YOU!
4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Center
Superior State-of-the-art Clubhouse
Conveniently Close to Campus
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball Tables

■
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Story by contributing writer Erin Stephens • Sidebar by staff writer Erin Lee
Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor
As students get ready to head home or to
other destinations foe the- holidays, many an?
keeping the less fortunate on their minds as
they donate money and toys to needy people in the area. For days, students have been coming up
with events and ways to help the people who may be
in need of a little holiday cheer.

I

TheU Chi Fraternity's 12 Days Project

ll pf

I

■
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PI WING DRESS-l P
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As the holiday season approaches this year, not
every child will be lucky enough to have a tree surrounded by gifts. The Theta Chi Fraternity has decided
that this is a problem they can attempt to help with
.is-.ist.ince from JMU students and faculty. In the 12
Days Project's fourth year of operation, the brothers of
Theta Chi once again will camp out on the commons in
order to show their commitment to the children of
Harrisonburg. The project began Monday and will continue until Dec. 12, according to junior Josh Inkell,
chairman of the Project. Throughout the 12 days, members of the JMU community can drop off toys or donate
money at the camper on the commons when? the brothers of Theta Chi will be accepting donations. These
donations will go to the Salvation Army's Toy Convoy.

—((
/ only had a few dollars with me, but they
cheered wildly for me as 1 donated it.

M \KI

— Cassk Terrell
junior

["HEM SI\C,
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Donations of all sizes are appreciated. "I only had a
few dollars with me," junior Cassie Terrell said, "but
they cheered wildly for me as I donated it "
When deciding which organization would receive
the proceeds, it was important to the fraternity that
all donations remained in Harrisonburg.
"We had considered this year donating the EMM) to
.mother organimtton in town, but the scope of the 12
Days Project is so large that we need a big organization to give the proceeds to," Inkell said. This year,
donation! are expected to exceed $5,000 from the 288
total hours that will be spent on the commons,
according to Inkell. Last year, a combined $4,000 was
collected, including monetary donations and toys,
according to junior John Palombo, vice president of Theta Chi.
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For the first time this year, brothers will have FLEX
machines to take donations from students who wish to
donate but have no cash. For those who cannot stop by
the camper, donations also can be made using Paypal,
an online service that accepts credit card donations, .it
the 12 Days Project Web site, orgs.jmu.eduAhetachi/lZdaifs,
according to Inkell.

Theta Chi and UPB Co-sponsored Movies
Theta Chi Fraternity and the University Program
Board will be sponsoring two movies that they hope not
only will relieve the stress of finals for students, but also
will benefit local children. Tickets for "A Christmas
Story" Monday, Dec. 8 and "National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation" Tuesday, Dec. 9 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
will cost students $230, and $1 from each ticket will go
to Theta Chi's 12 Days Project, according to sophomore
Manilla Seddiq, UPB director of cinematic events.
Angel Tree
Children with a parent in jail often are overlooked in the giving of the holiday season. Angel
Tree, a division of the Prison Fellowship Ministry,
works with local churches to provide gifts for these
children, according to Kris Zwanzig, Angel Tree
coordinator for Covenant Presbyterian. Covenant
Presbyterian Church in Harrisonburg, with a congregation that includes many JMU students,
according to Zwanzig, is one of these participating
churches. A parent in jail can request that a child be
added to Angel Tree's list, and a local church will
provide that child's information on an angel card.
An angel card contains a message from the parent
in jail to the child, as well as the child's age, clothing size and toy preference. People who wish to get
a gift for one of these children then choose a card
from a selection found in Covenant Presbyterian
Church's lobby. They then purchase one toy and
one outfit, and attach the personal message to the
package before dropping the gift off at the church,
according to Zwanzig.
Gifts collected during the program then are given
to the children at an Angel Tree Party under the
name of their jailed parent. "The church member
only acts as purchaser for the parent," Zwanzig said.
This year's drive began in November, and most of
the local children already have been selected; however, names still are available tor children in the
Charlottesville area. Donations also can be made to
the National Angel Tree through the Web site,
urww.pfm.org/AngflTempkte, where the donated
money will go toward a child anywhere in the
United States. For more information on the local
Angel Tree at Covenant
Presbyterian Church contact
the church at 442-6820.
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GLOBAL PEACE - PRAYER IN ACTION

1

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD IN THE ONGOING
PRAYER FOR THE WORLD AT

<s°

www.spirrtualrty.com/globalpeace
Site features: reports on conflict areas provided by The Christian Science
Monitor and other news sources; spiritual perspectives and progress reports;
community discussions on peace; "Prayers (or Peace" from around
the world; daily inspiration
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FLEX NOW ACCEPTED !
Fries

Downtown: 433-3917
throw down
your books
and take
a break!

Cinnamon Bear

#

too much
Studying?
can't
stay awake?

It's a great place to study
6oo University Boulevard Beside Costco & nTelos
Between Sheetz and the JMU Arboretum

I'm a cow.
And I'm a busy cow at that.

Want to ge
word
>ut about your business?

I don't have time to waste
looking around for businesses

I don't know exist.

my

Attention

Advertise in The Breeze
and reach almost 18,00
students and falculty.

you re gonna have to come to
ey're even busier
than the cow.
After all,

I am a busy cow.

540-568-6127
www.thebreeze.org

the_breeze @ jmu.edu

Get Ready for Life Skills
www.jmu.edu/cpd/lifeskills
Real Skills for Real Life
Tuesday Nights
January 13 - February 24
7-9 PM, 105 Zane Showker

Learn Valuable Skills in:
SOLD OUT LAST YEAR!
Call 568-3249 or
stop by Zane Showker 621
TODAY!

Personal Banking • Legal Matters
Insurance Issues & Options
Financial Planning • Financial Markets
Career & Life Planning
Job Search Fundamentals

Only $160 -14 hours with
area industry experts!
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"... being fashionable is like being on a
diet — everyone cheats now and then
because we cannot help those indulgences."

You spin me right "round, baby

UPB releases title of JMU's
new record label and begins
searching for talent.

MELISSA BOSS

senior

s«« story below

SM

Getting the show

column pace 22

al

B

on the road

Pulitzer authors
deliver prizeworthy words
Separated by a decade,
Nobel Prize-winning authors
Toni Morrison (1993) and J.M
Coetzee (2003) both are literary
lions — writers whose work
remains studied and contested
years after its release dates.
And while the authors' latest
works, Morrison's "Love" and
Coetzee's "Elizabeth Costello,"
cannot hope to compete with
their text-rich, prize-winning
predecessors, both are positive
proof that these giants still are,
thankfully worth reading
Her first work since
"Paradise," Morrison's "Love"
is a slender novel illustrating the
familiar themes of racial and
sexual roles that course through
most of her fiction. Much of die
delight in reading a Toni
Morrison novel is for the simple
immersion in a prose whose
dynamics beg to be read out
loud in front of a small audience. It is a writing skill so
honed and impressive that there
probably never could be such a
thing as a badly written Toni
Morrison novel. "Love" does
hold up to her past works, both
in narrative style and substance.
The book deals with a duster
of local women, all with distinct
sexual or emotional ties to the
mysterious and deceased BUI
Cosey, owner of a now-defunct
resort hotel that catered to blacks
in the 1950s and '60s. Celestial,
Heed, May, Christine, Junior,
Vida and the omniscient L (for
"Love?") each obsess in her own
way over her deceased dominant male as if pining for the
comforts of the past
Tney are not independent
women, so much as puppets
controlled and contorted by the
love that is the source of both
violence and heroism, pleasure
and paia While almost seven
years is a long wait between
books, the avid Morrison fan
will not be disappointed by

"Love" and, in fact even may
beg for more with as much fervor as one of Morrison's troubled literary lovers.
Coetzee's
"Elizabeth
Costello" is a much more hollow endeavor, a work concerned more with ideas than
with execution. Though the
Australian novelist travels the
globe in episodes, giving or
attending lectures, "Elizabeth
Costello," for all its public globe
trotting remains a mostly interior, private novel. Here we have
the archetypal image of the
aged writer making the lecture
circuits; the lectures themselves
deal with topics ranging from
Franz Kafka and animals to the
idea of an African novel and the
role of evil in literature.
It is important — and somewhat disheartening — to note
that most of the lectures the fictional Elizabeth Costello gives
are recycled lectures by J.M.
Coetzee, which gives rise to the
question of whether or not
Coetzee's "novel" is in fact an
autobiography, or if the title
character is in anyway a representation of her creator.
Readers of "Disgrace" and
other novels by Coetzee might
or might not agree that what
the author lacks in stylistic
dynamism, he more than
makes up for in the ideas that
his works harness. The same is
true for this, work, which
immediately after reading
came across as starved and
stole, only to gain weight and
flavor after a night of digestion.
As slim in girth as they
may
be,
"Love"
and
"Elizabeth Costello" both are
works worth investing time
into for the authors' fans and
students. For those new to the
arena of these authors, it is
probably best to save these for
later and, as the ancients say,
begin at the beginning.

New label spins with call for artists
BY SI- AMI S O'CONNOR

contributing writer
After announcing earlier this semester its
intentions of beginning a new record label,
the University Program Board has its
newest project well underway with recent
director selection and naming of the new
label, 80 ONE RECORDS.
To head up the project, the UPB executive
board opted to add two new members, director of label promotions and director of ■rUtts'
and repertoire. The name derived from a
campus-wide contest and, after narrowing
more than 20 selections to five, the UPB
Executive Board selected 80 ONE RECORDS,
submitted by senior Marc Choi.
The label will begin with one artist or
group next semester, and will promote
and sell an album already mastered by the
selected musicians said senior Matt Stuart,
UPB director of label promotions. The
project is being headed by the two newest
UPB members, freshman Sean Branigan,
director of artists and repertoire, and
Stuart. The new label will be overseen by
freshman Jeremy Paredes, UPB director of
media and public relations.
Selection of the first artist for the label
will be run in contest fashion, according to
Branigan. Submissions must include a full,
mastered, or studio-quality, album and a
set of lyrics, and can be handed in to
Taylor Hall, room 234, until 5 p.m. Jan. 23,
2004, according to Stuart. It is preferred
that the artists also submit any press packets or live recordings they possess. Any
extra materials offered by the bands may
help in the selection process, Stuart said.
After the deadline, Branigan and Stuart
will review all submitted albums and
select six to send to a label committee comprised of JMU students. Interested students may attend the Monday meetings at
6 p.m. in Taylor Hall room 30V Anyone
seeking to join the reviewers should con-

tact Stuart or Branigan through the UPB
Web site at www.upb.jmu.edu. Three finalist '
groups then will be judged again by Stuart
and Branigan after giving a live performance of each group. The pair will choose a
winner to propose to UPB.
A major criterion for selection of the
winner will be his or her following at JMU,
Branigan said. All participating groups at
least must be comprised of 50 percent JMU
students, and all soloists must be students,
fudging will not be based on genre, and
explicit lyrics will not result in any disqualification, according to Stuart. "We're not
here to censor," Branigan said. The lyrical
content will be reviewed, and the graphicness of the album will be a factor in determining a winner.
The advantage to having a label at JMU will
be its constancy, Stuart said. "Many college
gnxips have to make their own labels to put out
a record, but members of 80 ONE RECORDS
will be part of something larger," he said.
UPB will be involved in promotion, and
artists will have "almost total control"
over the distribution and rights to their
music, according to Stuart. Future expansions of the program could include recording new music and national sales through
Awifl20M.com, possibly a college tour of
Interstate 81, to schools such as Virginia
Tech, JMU and Lehigh University.
According to Stuart, the first record is
hoped to be released by late March or early
April. The artists will incur no costs once the
record is submitted, Stuart said. "The label will
pay for everything and the artists keep all
rights to their music," Stuart said. "This is
entirely beneficial for the artists "
Freshman musician Ryan Paladino, who
plans on entering his work, said the label is
"a good idea to provide opportunities for
local musicians."
For complete information on deadlines and
fiubmiwwon guidelines, visit the UPB Web site
or office in Taylor Hall, room 234.

KELLY JASPER/
\rmor /ttuitiigruptier

Members of the University
Program Board record
label committee engage In
an Ice breaker activity at
fta weekly meeting where
they discussed the near
future of the new label. 80
ONE RECORDS. Students
Interested in participating
In the committee can
visit the UPB Web site at
upbjmu.edu for more Information.

'Bad Santa' deserves coal in its stocking this year
Thornton's charm, well-timed humor can't save downward-spiraling, crass holiday film
BY KATIE AUSTEN

contributing writer
Time for some holiday cinema trivia. What has more curse
words than four episodes of
"The Osbournes" combined,
mimics
Chevy
Chase's
"National lampoon" movies
and totally defiles the meaning
of Christmas cheer? "Bad Santa"
miraculously accomplishes all
these feats — and more.
"Bad Santa," starring Billy
Bob Thornton ("Monster's
Ball") and Tony Cox ("Me,
Myself & Irene"), tells the story
of a kleptomaniac drunk, Willie
T. Stokes (Thornton), and his
midget sidekick, Marcus (Cox).
Every Christmas season, the
devilish twosome fall into a
routine: Marcus and Willie, the
classic bitter drunk, abandon
their sluggish, pitiable lifestyles
to appear as Santa and his elven
helper at the local mall and are
visited by cheery, gift-seeking
children Come Christmas Eve,

«k

1.

Dec. 4 through Dec. 10
Compikd by Kim Coh-in

the pair, wearing their mallissue Santa and elf garb, waits
around the mall until nightfall
and robs department stores.
Stokes' Santa is rude and cynical. Stokes doesn't resist cursing
at the kids who sit in his lap and
giving them a dose of his negativity. However, throughout the
movie, an 8-year-old visitor to
Santa, whom Stokes calls "The
Kid," (Brett Kelly, "Out Cold"),
follows Stokes around and
reminds the cynical Stokes how
disgusting his life is and how
there is more to life than drinking, sex and cigarettes.
The screenplay, written by
newcomer Glenn Ficarra and
John Requa ("Cats and Dogs"),
would have been even funnier if
200 of the 500 expletives had
been replaced with more
respectable words. The cursing
was unnecessary and out of context in most of the film's scenarios. For example, a child sat on
Santa's lap and happily related
what he wanted for Christmas;

New Movies:
Regal Cinemas
•-Hone/'
• "The Last Samurai"

Regal Cinemas
• "American Splendor'"

ReeL ReFLections
"BAD SANTA"
STARRING:
BILLY BOB THORNTON
AND TONY COX
RATED:

R

RUNNING TIME:

95 MINUTES

Stokes' Santa then interrupted
and said, "OK. Great kid. Now
get the fuck qut of here." If a
parent happened to take a
young child to the movie, the
child would be exposed to an
unorthodox image of Santo as a
drunkard and sexaholic.
This movie is made to
shock. The humor is offbeat
and hilarious and, at times, the
crude humor is entertaining —

but only if the viewer is prepared for the elements that
give the film it's "R" rating. At
one point. Stokes is taking
shots at a bar and talking nicely with the lovely bartender,
Sue, played by Lauren Graham
("Sweet November").
Moments later. Stokes and
Sue, who fantasizes about having sex with Santa, are bumping and grinding in the back
seat of his car, while she yells
"Fuck me, Santa." The scene
was crass, but one had to
admit that the combination of
Santa and sex was funny in a
morbid sense.
In an unlikely outcome,
however, as Bob Chipeska, general manager of the mall where
Stokes works, the late John
Ritter ("Bride of Chucky") is
hands down the funniest character in the movie Numerous

luiu-s, Chipeska catches Santa
conducting sexual activities in
the mall's fitting rooms, stumbling into work drunk and making a scene while acting as Santa
for the young visitors to the
mall. Ritter's portrayal of
Chipeska's naivety and stereotypical dorkiness as a pompous
retail manager was entertaining
and made Chipeska the soul
character who kept the morality
of the film alive.
The acting was phenomenal
in that each actor was believable as traditional Christmas
deities-gone-awry. Not that it
takes too much to cuss and
drink continuously from a
liquor bottle — Thornton portrayed the drunken S.int.i
almost too well.
His unshaven face, bloodshot eyes and realistically
drunken mannerisms were
convincing, and when combined with the witty, sarcastic
script, made the movie entertaining. The temperate, saucy

Cox was hysterical as he tried
to keep the anal sex addicted
Santo focused and prepared for
the day the pair could rob the
mall's department store.
Director . Terry Zwigoff
("Ghost World") perfectly times
the humorous moments, but the
movie seemed too short.
Bad Santo is only for those
who are sick of "It's a
Wonderful Life," Christmas
carols and artificial goodwill,
but are looking for something
naughty, yet nice.

Movie
REVIEW KEY

««««* In ifclTlj II i itw !!■■■
and
it* nwarpac*.
«««* Gnat mo*ev\bnh tfw
mtp txwcpfin.
•««
•« ihaidlMtan nfcmed
• SJog^-h.-n*,
MI

Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• Alston's Pub
- Karaoke and Gong Snow Friday al 9:30
p.m. A donaton wM bo accepted to gong. Al
proceeds go to chanty Rock bend Maybe
Tomorrow Ml perform Saturday at 9:30 p.m.
There Is a S5 cover at the door

• Fmntgan's Cove
- .kmrny O wi perform classic acoustic
rock tonight at 10 p.m. MEonMtfmore w* perform alternative rock Friday at 10 pm. There b
no cover charge.

• Dave's Tavema
• Blues musician Randy Black will perform
tonight at 9 p.m. There Is no cover charge
•Buffalo Wild Wings
- Karaoke tonight at 8 pm. There « no
coverchago
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For guy fare on TV, it's hard to beat sports and 'Simpsons'
P. FINNEY
5/. Louis Post-Dispatch
BY DANIKI

it young MI wcrv behind
the big boardi at tin- nufor networks, chances arc the prinutime programming schedules
would go something like this
7-7:30 p.m.: "The Simpsons

730-8 p.m.: "The Stapiona"
8-9p.m.:"SportsCentcr"
9-9:30 p.m.: "Famik < ,m
9:30-10 p.m.: "Family Guy"
10-10:30 p.m.:-Seinfeld"
10:30 p.m.-midnight: "SportsCenter" "Can be repeated until
midafternoon the following day.
No "Queer Eye for the
Straight (,uy." Pass on the tin.il
seasons of "Friends" or
"Frasier." Nothing from the
lineup of new fall shows h
all seems so canned to me."
said John Harbison, 20, of
Kansas City. "I'd rather play
video games, hang out with
friends or even study."
Harbison has plenty of

company. Nielsen numbers
indicate th.it men 18 to .1-1 w-.nold are bailing out of the fall
television season in serious
numbers, putting the broadcast networks in danger of laying one very expensive goose
egg. The young men say their
interest in network television
and cable's offerings boils
down to one of two subjects —
sports or "The Simpsons."
"If I'm flipping through the
channels during a commercial
and run across "The Simpsons
or 'Seinfeld,' I'll stop there
said Richard Forsyth, 27, of
Alberta, Canada.
"Otherwise, III check out
some news or see what's on
Comedy Central," he said.
"Then I'm done with it." Hut
this is America. Doesn't
everybody watch umpteen
hours of television a day?
"Video games an' big," said
|im Smith, 20, of Shaker
Heights, Ohio. "A bunch of us

will gather around and play ous with all the movie and
some (Madden NFI. Football1) [television] references
before we'll watch [television].'
The voting men would
The problem with the tek-v i- rather watch the MOM thing
sion season, the men say, is tlul it ■gain and again lvfore flipping.
doesn't n'late to them. "Friends,"
"You know how they ivpc.it
thev sav, is man about babies
SpnrtsCenter' all night over and
and marriage than it is the single Over? I'll watch the same
life these days And, well, most 'SportsCenter' two or thnv rimes
ot them don I really know vsh.it bite I'd watch one of those ic.il
"Frasier" is about at all.
ity shows," said |ason I Jickhcrber.
"At least with Seinfeld,' 19, of Washington, Mo.
there was something you could
"There's too much of that
relate to." said John Posey, 20, of junk. It's all the same."
Houston "I mean, 'Everybody
And, for some, television
U>ves Raymond' is about dia- hasn't held their interest in a
pers and arguing with your very long time.
wife. I can't i.
"I don't think I've watched
One surprise hit among the much [television] since I
young men is "Family Guv' the
moved here three vc.irs IflD/
animated series that bombed on said Joshua Lawton, 20, a
Fox but has gained new life as native of London studying hispart of the Cartoon Network's torv political science, geograAdult Swim bloc of over-18- phy and economics at St. Louis
themed 'toon
University "I just don't much
' I amily Guy' is huge." care for American [television].
said Bobby Wondowski, 20,
"And, with four majors, I've
of Troy, III. "It's just hilari- actually got 10 study:"

Is Spring semester
leaving your schedule
a little open?

Write for
Breeze style.
E-mail Kyra and Leela at
breezestyle@hotmail.com
for more information.

We'reSorry,
Tk CrosswordSfeddSection
will not run this year
<Ptease too /(for it na&year during finats wetf&
Study Abroad Opportunities in the
United Kingdom
St. Andrews and 1 xfcrcl
Honors Programs
Study Abroad for a full year or
just Spring Semster
Some Scholarships Available
Minimum 3.3 cum GPA
required

INFO SESSION:
December 4th at 5 pm in Taylor 402

Per Merc Information on All Programs Please Visit:
www.jmu.edu/international
Fer More Information on the St Andrews/Oxford Program Please
Contact
Dr. John Butt
ImaH: btttdj@jimi.edu
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EVERYONE COMES
at

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST
ixtbook

in Progres
Sell your books at University Outpost
and receive a free Virginia Lottery ticket
for your chance to win up to $1000

ton't forget to
^
PULL-N-Hdy)
Textbooks!

■

Reserve your textbooksTofSp^ing 2004 by visiting
us online at www.universityout^pst.com, via email at
jmutext@aol.com, or stop by to drop off your
class schedule!

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST
"Off-Campus Bookstore'
,

(540) 432-0287
universityoutpost.com
Take the Route 6 bus
At the top of Port Republic Rd.

■

Now Accepting FLEX
Extended Hours for Buyback
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No matter where you bought them,
We'll buy them back.*
"Current market value applies.

Stop in and play

GET A PRIZE OR DISCOUNT ON EVERY GAMECARD!
P| IJC ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN
r
*-**^ A SKI TRIP FOR 2 TO COLORADO!

Additional Buyback Locations:
Ashby Crossing Club House
Dec. 8-11 9am - 5pm
Zone Showker
Dec. 8-11 8:3010 5:00
Dec. 12
8:30 to 3:00
ISAT A1 Lobby
Dec. 8-11 9am to 5pm
Dec. 12
9am to 3pm

C^B JAMES
UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE
www.imu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

Get used books early

H

Ollettxom

ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.
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inter during Buyback, Dec. 81 h-Dec. 12 in
the store or at any of our remote locations

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.
BOOKSTORE
www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

JMU Bookstore supports the
Iniversity by donating these book scholarship funds
■

"checks good for book and supply purchases only. Winners will be drawn 12/15 and notified via
email. Checks will be available in the bookstore beginning 1/5/04. See store for details, in-store
only, no purchase necessary.

wmm

OHMaHHHi
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Keep fashion don'ts in check so the Boss doesn't chase you down
While
nipping through
numerous fashion maou
aka "conducting research," I
come across (he same nmnl
fashion don'ts over ami ovei
again. Matching socks, belts and
shoes is a rule we have heard in
the past. But what about today?
As each fashion en comet and
goes, there are new rules for
what to wear. Therefore, hen1 is
my updated and unexpected
personal top 10 fashion don'ts
1. Socks and sandals — Were
you confused about the weather
forecast and wanted to cover all
bases? Just Like a leap and go
for a full shoe, or a POCKltM MI*
dal — no in-betwert
2. Weanng Ihfl
same shirt two
days in a row —
This was inspired
by a student in
my science class
who though!

no one would notice. This is
unhealthy — armpits are gross
enough without you trying to
harbor a bacterial colony up
then- Plus, it's inconsiderate to
Othca who might catch a whiff.
If you haven't done laundry for
months and you're really desperate tor clothes, hop next door
and see if your roommates will
lend vou something clean
3. Neglecting to wear a bra —
Holy support! Do you have any
Idea what gravity does to those
babies if they go untamed?
Although some blouses look
trendy and provocative without a
bra, most of the time, wearing that
extra Liver gives form and figure.
I High heels with shorts or
rv.illv short skirts — This is a bad
mvival of a popular '80s look for
nch, older women who spent way
loo much time at the country club.
Avoid this look by always wearing shorts with flat-soled shoes.
5 Egging pants — Although, I
am luppy to report that this awful
trend is dying, I still see some pitiful souk hanging on to the '90s
gninge look for all it's worth. Thia

look can be changed in a snap sunply by tightening your belt. While
your jeans all scrunched up
around your waist may look a tad
weinl, it will buy you some time to
purchase new pants
6. Visible panty lines — I
understand that some days you
do not feel like busting out the
butt floss, yet constantly allowing
the JMU public to view your
wedgie or admire the color of you
underwear is a big Fashion Boss
no-no. What you are wearing
down there is your business, so
hide it with a light-colored thong
whenever the bottom half of your

higher
test scores
guaranteed

Z

or your money back

OAT

M AT
D*T

Attend all required classes or makeup sessions, complete all
scheduled tests, and do your homework if your score doesn't
improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official
test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition" It's that simple.

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions
>

M^^mi 1 ' 1

•To be eligible tor this offer, you must be
enrolled in Kaplan • full classroom, tutoring.
or online courses. In addition, you must
pfiom a copy of your official score report
and your course materials within 90 days.

"^^^^U^^^^l^.r
^^^■■BB
La»^^^
- „ - ft „-_ TceT
I "OlIU'RHr ■ I t 5 I
kaptest .COITl

bii"MiMi«i«iMRMivM«/il».V4H,Hl.

WlE

Winter Break.

ensemble is tight or see-through.
7. Intentionally getting unnatural highlights — This was a
popular look a few years ago, yet
fashion today is about natural
beauty. Instead, work with your
natural color and get lowlights
or highlights that only are a few
shades darker or lighter respectively. Also, update your look by
getting
super-thin
streaks
instead of thick, chunky ones.
8. Wearing any sparidy article
of okithing to dass — Unless your
professor is holding lecture at
either the Biltmore Grill or
I lighlawn Pavilion, sparklv

clothes are way too dressy for
dass. Sparkles also make you look
like you wen? out so late last night
that you dkin't have a chance to go
home and change This is not die
best message to send to your professors, so try to keep the dubbing dothes to a minimum.
9. Wearing Greek apparel when you're not Greek —
Every member of a fraternity
or sorority knows who is
lavaliered, who is a brother or
sister and who is a sweetheart.
Therefore, if you do not fall into
one of these categories, you cannot wear any Greek clothing
because it is disrespectful and
undermines what it means to be
a member. If you must wear
something Greek, run to WalMart buy a few yards of fabric,
and make yourself a toga.
10. Wearing too much of
everything — Big hair, tons of
make-up, earrings that rival large
chandeliers, skimpy tops and
bottoms with 10-inch platform
flip flops spell O-V-E-R-K-I-L-L
I xxiking great does not mean piling on everything you own —

its learning how to balance your
look. 1 earn how to play up one
aspect of your ensemble and go
easy on everything else.
Now brace yourselves, for
this will be quite shocking, but
yours truly probably has violated most of the rules listed above.
Why? Because being fashionable
is like being on a diet — everyone cheats now and then
because we cannot help those
indulgences. So remember, my
fashion pupils, as long as you
abide by these fashion laws 90
percent of the time, you should
be in good shape.

I

The General Education Council has established a
Distinguished Teaching Award in recognition of superlative
teaching in the General Education program. The award
carries a $1,000 honorarium presented at the Madison Day
ceremony and the recipient's name will be engraved on a
plaque that will be on permanent display in the Office of
General Education. Any faculty member teaching in the
program is eligible to be nominated for the award.
Nominations will be accepted from students, colleagues,
department heads/school directors, and cluster coordinators
and these nominations are due to the Dean of Education on
January 16, 2004. An Award Selection Committee consisting
of a faculty member from each cluster and an undergraduate
student will be established by the General Education Council
to evaluate nominations and supporting documents. More
details about the nomination process will be forthcoming.
orthcoming. ^k_i

W«l

>ERIENCE
THET^

Education discounts for holiday shoppers.

ENCHANTMENT
ALL OVER AGAIN

PMMM
Thin. koMwagtir, ml atreintly powerful
pwuNn PowrBot* G4 and iBook G4

"

RECOMMENDS

Desktops
from spacesawig designs to high performance
compuono, IMK and Power Mac Cd

••A
NgMmsk
iPctttheirtnwepijrtat**^ music play*
and iTunes Music Store

Personal video conferencing
iSqhr. stueof-mMn video camera
fcr crystal clear video chart

)F mi

NGS

At Apple on your gift-giving -«receiving—list this holiday season
And get the break you need using Apple's ongoing, enciusive faculty
and student discount. Wtti iPod. an em« digital music collection can

[ORD'-RjNGC

*-' WIAIONS AND WAHIAIII t-'

'

hit the road All-new ityit makes live video chats with friends, family,
and colleagues *cyjUI clear rutty. And leading a digital lifestyle is
easier than ever wth a Mac portable or desktop computer Compatible
with Windows and loaded with everything you need. Visit an Apple
Authorized Campus Reseller or the online store for Education for a
winter break on holiday gifts from Apple.

JAMES
MADISON

UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE

EARN FREE BOOKS!
SEE STORE FOR
DETAILS.

www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121
.0 MMIII New Lint Production!, Inc. All Rights Reserved. "The lord ol the Rings" and the names of the
characters, items, events and places therein ore trademarks ol The Saul Zaenti Company d/i/q Tolkien

£ Authorized Campus Reseller

Enterprises under license to New line Productions, Inc.
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Still looking for housing next year?
1342 L Hunter's Ridge
5 bedroom Condo
Completely furnished

^H i

Top floor

■ 1

s

i

aVl.-^H »

EAT WOK
GRAND OPrNNINC,

COUPON

Available June 2004
Furnished Washer/Dryer

4 bedroom on 3 levels
2 baths laundry

219 Burgess Road
Tal. 540.442.7200
Fax. 540.442.7227

COUPON

S250 00/person

1113 B Reservoir Street

iriental gourmet

(.RAND OPENNINf,

New carpet

■

I

3 full baths
Cathedral ceiling in living room

Very spacious
Furnished or unfurnished

G*EAT WOK- G&EAT WOKorl*nUI gourm**

mi

oriental gourmak

i» kftifr *"» Kfilt?

Crflb

265 S. Liberty Street

JJr7\ Spring MrJJ^\Rongoons(6T
With any PWCIMMI

Hex I
NOW:
£—« thta offac whan ordaftno..

OVWI10.0V|

iOn* coupon par party par rfc*.
%ol valk] wNh any other ofJ(r.

Rent $ 825.00
Total Water included

rpurcnaaJ

Close to campus on Liberty Street

iwuo.or

3 Levels
One bedroom is 12x28

"ona coupon par parly par yt.lt
valid otth any othac offer

437 S. Mason Street
15) Two bedroom apartments

1

Expand Your Knowledge.
Enhance Your Credentials. Earn
Your Master's At Hopkins!

Rent $500.00 to $580.00
Water and hot water provided with rent
Leases start 6/04 or 8/04

Apply Today.
242 Paul Street
Four Bedroom

Enhance your credentials and prepare
yourself for career success with a master's
degree from The .Johns Hopkins University
Advanced Academic Programs. You will learn from
Johns Hopkins, government, and private industry
experts; experience small classes; and select from a
variety of applied and theoretical courses.

Very Large Rooms
Oak Hardwood Floors/Quiet Location
June 2004 Lease

MASTER'S DEGREES
AND COURSE SAMPLES
Kiotecliiioloiu
Human Molecular Genetics • Virology • Marketing
Aspects of Biotechnology • Neurobiology •
Emerging Infectious Diseases • Regulatory
Processes for Domestic and Global Biotech
Products

J-M's Apartments
One. Two. Three & Four Bedroom
Large Rooms

Communication in Contemporary Society
Political Communication: Campaigns • Internet
Strategies: A Multidimensional Approach to
Communications • Music and Technology • Media
Relations • Communication Law and Policymaking
Applied Economic*

rironmental Sciences and
Jberal Aro

One Bedroom: $395
Two Bedroom: $220 Each
Three Bedroom: $180 Each
Four Bedroom: $200 Each

Government
American Political Thought • Parties, Campaigns &
Klirtions • Methods of Social Inquiry • Foreign
Policy in the Age of Global Terrorism • White
Collar Crime

531/533 Roosevelt Square
Nice 4 bedroom furnished townhouses
Large bedrooms
W/D D/W Icemaker

MS/MBA Notechaaiofy"

aduaic (
Biotechnology Enterpriae
Advanced Graduate
liberal Arts
■ Second Larqeaafe
•Offered I

■lb

Big Living room

Writing
Creative Writing • Contemporary American Writers
• Poetry Workshop • The Short Story: Past &
Present • Profile & Biography Workshop •
Magazine Style & Substance
pt Bod

I" Offered

$275 00/person
Close to campus

' Programs In liinincennfi, and Applied Science
I Idm.Hi. n

Call t.800.847.3330 or visit www.jhu.edu/advanced.

|()lINS HOPKINS

I*or more information, contact Bill Rincr at A O Q

Q QAA

ill \tl- .mil Sri

tdvtinced tvadomlc

Washington, DC. | Baltimore, MD | Rockville, MD | Online
All progrnnis arc not available nt all locations.

or visit

http: //home. adelphia.net/~rent/
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Sell it on half.com and
get more out of it than
you did all semester.
Get a better return on your textbooks by selling them direct
to buyers on half.com. Just click on "sell your stuff." It's
easy, and you'll never have to stand in line. Remember,
half.com is not just a great place to sell textbooks, it's also
a great place to buy holiday gifts!

nQu.com
b

vefoEV

For a limited time, first-time buyers

Save an additional *5
on purchases of *50 or more.'
Simply use this code:

JMU

!

Holiday gifts at half prices.
Great deals on all the hottest gifts, including the
latest DVDs, CDs, video games and more!

Copw;oW»03H.««on, I™ W«»rt«.Ki«„,lw,».^,.»»;|».«p..« All Mm l.«*n,..l. .no .t. mM. .,. m. pn»»n, <* Hm. o«~. CkMv.1.*.. „,„„, .no ...,»b.l»v ••# ™» g"«"'~o ."OW.II »«YOg.,o M,,..^,
„.
r
i> lot li,*Mn. buywi only Lmilad tinw o«««. •■cludM tapping and handling 0*la> aubpct lo oti.nga o> tafmtnw.on wKn&A prior ftOPOt
■**' ■"" a*m«nd Coupon
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'I thought we had an opportunity to
win the ballgame. but we just didn't
make some plays down the stretch."
KENNY BROOKS

women's basketball coach

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

JMU loses three, but gains experience

Kh\l\

VNI'/(.

h

Brooks believes Paradise Jam tournament in Virgin Islands is good for team
BY DRKW WILSON

senior writer
Before this season, women's
basketball coach Kenny Brooks
wasn't sure what he would see
from a team with more freshmen
than veterans. Now, four games
into the season, he said the Dukes
are probably a little bit ahead of
where he expected.
Alter defeating Jacksonville
State University in its season opener Nov. 23, JMU traveled to the
Paradise Jam tournament in St.

Thomas, Virgin Islands. Although
the Dukes lost all three games,
coach Brooks said the tournament
made his team
better.
Saturda)
"I think we
came back a betIVVa,
ter team than
when we left,"
coach Brooks
said. "We did
some good
things there,
and 1 think we are a better basketball team as a result of the tourna-

ment. We are just going to have to
build upon it and come out and
play well the rest of the year. I don't
think we'll play as tough of
teams as we played there for the
rest of the season."
The Dukes opened the Paradise
Jam with a 60-53 lost toGeorgia Tech.
"We had a close game with
Georgia Tech," coach Brooks
said. "I thought we had an
opportunity to win the ballgame,
but we just didn't make some
plays down the stretch."
JMU then dropped games to

Southwest Missouri State
University (82-64) and West
Virginia University (89-63).
Junior center Krystal Brooks
said the tournament was a great
experience that the team needed.
"We went down there, and I
think some of the freshmen might
have been a little intimidated by the
teams because the names of the
schools were [more well-known],"
she said. "We played against
Georgia Tech and should have won.
see DUKES, page 26

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Dukes avoid loss
to Midshipmen
Barbosa scores 21 points in 65-60 win
BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor

l>R,\\ V.U SON „

r phtMiitinipher

Senior point guard Chris Williams leaps into ths lane to put up a shot against the U.S. Naval
Academy Sunday at the Convocation Center. Williams scored 8 points and had flve assists In the
Dukes' 6560 win over the Midshipmen, JMU Improved to 2-1 on the season with the victory.

Even with a second half offensive meltdown, JMU held on to defeat the U.S. Naval
Academy, 65-60, Sunday in front of 3,055 people at the Convocation Center.
JMU managed to score only six field goals
in the final half, but freshman guard Ray
Barbosa came through for the Dukes' offense.
He scored 21 points in the ,
game, adding nine free |
Suml.i)
throws in the final nine min-,
\.iv\
utes of play.
Barbosa, who started his
first collegiate game, attrib- I
uted the shooting troubles of
the team to the fact that nor-1
mal shots the team usually |
makes just didn't fall.
The team may not have been making shots,
but Barbosa, who started quiet, came through
with a solid offensive performance.
"1 was a little nervous," Barbosa said. "But
1 think it felt good starting my first game.
"At first I was a little sluggish, but I got in
the rhythm a little bit and knew what I had to
do to win," he added.
Coach Sherman Dillard directly attributed part of JMU's scoring troubles to the
health of senior forward/guard Dwayne
Broyles who is suffering from severe blisters
on Ids feet. Broyles, the team's second-leading scorer so far this season, missed on all
three of his shot attempts.
Dillard said that the injured senior probably
was playing at about 50 percent health and
Dillard is not sure how long it will be before
the problem will be corrected.
"|Broyles| was a warrior," Dillard said. "He
tried to go for us. We kept him out of the game
quite a bit because of [his injury]."
The Dukes, who led by 8 points at halftime,

found themselves tied at the 10:17 mark of the
second half after Navy went on a 16-4 run.
Navy played its best game of the season,
according to coach Don DeVoe, and continued
to find holes in the interior of the Dukes'
defense as it got several more lav-ups and tipins to go ahead 60-56 with 2:48 remaining.
"I think [Navy) played their hearts out,"
Dillard said. "I thought [DeVbe's] guvs really
showed a lot of heart. They played hard, and
they found a way lo break us down.
"They exploited us
believe it or not —
inside, and kicked our behinds on the
glass," Dillard added.
After a leaning bank shot by senior point
guard Chris Williams 18 locondfl after Navv
took the four point lead with less than three
minutes to play, JMU was within 2 points.
Barbosa got the ball on the Dukes' next possession and was fouled on a 3-point attempt.
He made all three foul shots, and [MU took the
lead for good. With four more JMU foul shuts.
the Dukes impntved to 2-1 on the season.
Barbosa made nine of 10 free-throw
attempts and scored 20 or more points for the
second time in three g.imes this S,MSOII
Navy out-rebounded JML , 42-33, collecting
17 of the rebounds on the offensive glass
"They did a better job at rebounding the
basketball," Dillard said. "Yes, you have to box
out. Sometimes you have to pursue the ball.
Sometimes a box out is not all you have to do
Sometimes you got to chase the ball down.
"I think there were numerous occasions
there where we just didn't pursue the ball with
the reckless abandon we had in the previous
two games," Dillard said. "And that was probably the most disappointing part of the BUM
today from my perspective — that we got outrebounded bv this team "
Aside from Barbosa, freshman center Chris
see BARBOSA, page 26

FOOTBALL

Sooners' statistics spell dominance
BY JIMMY BURCH

Knight Ridder Tribune
Statistic* atv the doubksvdged
sword <>f the sports world. Cited out
of context, they can be irrelevant.
Placed in the hands of spin doctors,
they can hide flaws as easily as they
underscore excellence.
But, when placed in their proper context, some stats simply
scream off the page.
Top-ranked Oklahoma
University (12-0) has put up a lot
of those numbers during a season in which the Sooners have
oufseored opponents by an average margin of 48-13. Oklahoma
has earned a spot opposite No.
13 Kansas State University (10-3)
in Saturday's
Big 12
Championship (.ame in k,ins,is
City, Mo. Of the Sooners' defining digits, one series of numbers
underscores the team's dominance better than the rest
In 720 minutes of football this
season, Oklahoma has trailed for
556. No team has held a k-ad <»i the
Sooners past the 12:11 mark of the
second quarter
Let that sink in for a moment
Oklahoma has not faced a secondhalf deficit this season. (>i the two
occasions when the Sooners fell

behind by 3 points in the first half
(University of Califbmina — Los
Angeles, Texas Tech), the offense
responded with a touchdown drive
on the ensuing possession.
Asked what he likes best about
his team, Oklahoma ccach Bob
Stoops said the Sooners respond
well to adversity because they have
"a lot of exceptkmal athletes playing in a great way" heading into
Saturday's showdown at
Arrowhead Stadium.
They will carry along some eyepaeptng statistics, all ol which
define dominance when placed in
their proper context. In all three
phases of the game. Among them.
291-50 — Oklahoma's combined
margin of victory over fellow teams
in the Big 12 South Division.
58-10 — The average margin of
victory over South Diviskm peers.
40-6 — The touchdowns-tomterceptions raho on passes thrown
by Sooners quarterback Jason
White, a Heisman Trophy contender. Among the past 10 quarterbacks to win the Heisman, none can
match White's 40-6 ratio. The only
ones in the ballpark, with a minimum of 30 touchdown passes, are
Southern California Untvejslli
quarterback Carson Palmer (33-10),
Florida University quatcrback

Danny Wuerffel (39-13) and
Houston University quarterback
Andre Ware (46-15).
2:14 — Time needed to move 80
yards to score the first touchdown in
a 1+0 run that erased a 30 deficit
against Texas Tech.
3:44 — Time needed to move 80
yards to score the first touchdown in
a 280 run that erased a 10-7 deficit
against UCLA.
Zero — Misses on field-goal
attempts from 40 yards or longer by
kicker Trey DiCarlo (7 of 7). for the
season. DiCarlo has made 19 of 20,
with his lone miss from 31 yards
against Alabama.
Ote—Oklahoma's rank in scoring offense (483 points per game)
and total defense (233.7 yards per
game) among the nation's 117
Diviskm I-A teams.
Six — Sooners on the 25membor All-America
team
selected by the Football Writers
Association of America. The previous high for any team was
four, by Miami, Fla., in 2000.
Seven — Games in which
Oklahoma has topped the 50point barrier, tying the 1983
Nebraska team for most 50-point
games in one season.
ut SOONERS. pagi 26

Perlis earns national recognition

HIJI'llilli i M
Senior forward Janelle Perils (standing above, left) was named to
the 2003 STX/Natlonal Held Hockey Coaches Association All
America Team. Perils concluded her career at JMU tallying 39
goals, good for eighth place all-time In school history. Her 91
points places her ninth on the all-time points list at JMU.
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Barbosa:
Freshman
leads way

PICKS
of the

HAKBOSA.fwm page 25
Cathlin was the only other
player to reach double figures
in voring for the Dukes with
14 points. He made an impact
early, connecting on four of
seven shots to finish the first
half with 8 points. Cathlin
also grabbed eight rebounds
in the game.
Williams and sophomore
guard John Naparlo each
added 8 points to the win.
The Dukes fell to LaSalle
University 79-71 Wednesday
night in Philadelphia. The
game was JMU's first of a
seven-game
road
trip.
Broyles led the Dukes with 20
points and eight rebounds.
The Dukes will play the
University of Akron at 3
p.m Saturday in Akron,
Ohio at Rhodes Arena

A few colk-ge lootball nub's
Virginia
Tech proved OIOB again this year that il isn t
even one of the 25 best teams in the nation.
The University of Michigan had some mkJseason win-., but is hack on track, playing
the barf fcxrfball in the nation behind Oklahoma University \o 1-ranked (>U is a
foice with which to be reckoned. The Metro
Athletic Conference has the talent to pla\
with any squad in the nation I astly, I mversify of Pittsburgh wide receiver Larry
l-it/gerald is an unstoppable offensive
weapon, and deserves the Heisman Trophy.
As for the NFL — Cincinnati Bengals
coach Marvin Lewis has his team believing
and, more importantly, winning. The
Tampa Bay Buccaneers and Oakland
Raiders, a season removed hum the Super
Bowl won't even make the playoffs. Finally,
the New Fngland Patriots and Philadelphia
Eagles are the hottest teams in the k-ague
and seem destined fnr the Super Bowl.
As for the office tun in the final week of
FtTTW, Matt lastner joins the panel as the
champion guest predictor with K7 wins on
the seasm — one ahead of Heinel. Wilson,
Richards and Fargo are fighting tor second.

FOOTBALL

GuertPwdfcta

1 i.T.r i

Brad Richards
B-Rich
80-63
6-5
.560

Miami (Oho)
Oklahoma

Navy

Georgia
Boise St
Navy

Bowling Green
Oklahoma
Georgia
Boise St
Navy

Delaware

Delaware

Northern Iowa

Delaware

Philadelphia
M nnesota
Tennessee
New England
Baltimore

Philadelphia
Minnesota
Indianapolis

Philadelphia
Seattle
Indianapolis
New England
Baltimore

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Minnesota
Indianapolis
New England
Cincinnati

Minnesota
Tennessee
New England
Cincinnati

Season total
Last week

Alison Fargo
The Short One
79 64
5-6
.550

College
Miami (Ohio) @ Bowl. Gr.
Kansas St O Oklahoma
Louisiana St. @ Georgia
BokMSLOl
Army O Navy
North. Iowa ra Delaware

Bowling Green

Oklahoma
Georgia

Pro
Dallas @ Philadelphia
Seattle O Minnesota
Indianapolis @ Tennessee
Miami ©New England
Cincinnati © Baltimore

New England
Cincinnati

DUKES: Youth gain experience quickly
DUKES, from pi
But, that game was a wakeup call — we could play with
these teams."
Both Georgia Tech and
Southwest Missouri State currvntlv an projected by LSPNxvm
to make the NCAA Tournament
field of 64.
Coach Brooks agreed that
going lo that tournament early
in the season will help down
the road in the regular season
"We played against three very
experienced basketball teams that
were k-d by juniors and seniors,"
he said. "We went there and competed well, but just came up
short. I think that will only help
us in the future."
Freshman forward Lesley
Dickinson earned Colonial
Athletic Association Rookie of the
Week for her play in the season
opener. However, Dickinson continued her solid play at the
Paradise Jam. She was the leading
scorer in two of the three games

and currently leads the Dukes in
scoring this season, v\ ith an average of 16.3 points per game
Dickinson also is shooting almost
53 percent from 3-point range.
"Lesley stepped it up," Brooks
said of her teammate at the
Paradise (am. "She did well She
is an aggressive player and that is
what we need — someone who is
going to step up, and not be
afraid to make plays. That's what
she did, and I think it was very
beneficial (or our team."
Coach Brooks agreed. "She
has responded well to the pressure, so to speak. I couldn't have
anticipated her pla)ing as well as
site hi plaving. She is out there like
a veteran. She makes some mistakes from time to time, but she
will overcome them."
The Dukes also have gotten
a lift from other freshmen.
Freshman guard /forward 9uney
McCall is the third leading scorer at 8.8 points and four
rebounds a game, and freshman

MattLaatnar
Spurrtar
87-56
8-3
609

Draw WII»on
Da Bon
80-63
5-6
.560

V\feek#14

forward /center Meredith Alexis
has averaged 8 points a game,
along with a team-high 6.5
rebounds per contest.
"I think certain people have
stepped up with scoring and
defense," red-shirt junior guard
Mary Beth Culbertson said.
"We knew they were really talented, and they knew they had
to come in and contribute.
Lesley and Shirley have been
doing a good job scoring and
doing the little things for us
and helping our team."
While some of the freshmen
have stepped up, coach Brooks
said he needs a better effort from
the few veterans that he has.
"They've been a little bit
inconsistent," he said. "(Redshirt senior guard) Jody I-eRose
had two games there that were
pretty good, but if she would
have come to play in the Georgia
Tech game, maybe it would have
been a little different. Krystal
came to play in the Georgia Tech

GOOD mm

game, but didn't play as well in
the last two games.
"They are going to have to
be consistent for me bcoOM
right now with the inexperience that we have, I'm not
expecting the freshmen to be
consistent from a game-togame basis," coach Brooks
added. "My upperclassmen
are going to have to be consistent and lead for us. 1 think
they will, and they know
they are going to have to do
some things different."
He also said the team
needs to learn from its mistakes. "We are making some
mistakes that are mistakes
because of our youthfulness
and our inexperience," coach
Brooks said. "We have to learn
from them. We're not going to
be inexperienced after a while
because a lot of freshmen are
getting to play some minutes.
I think we are getting better."
However, he expects mistakes

to happen early in the season.
"It is sornething I anticipated
because they are young ladies
that played high schixil basketball last year, and they are out
there playing extensive minutes,"
coach Brooks said.
Brooks said that she and her
teammates need to maintain their
intensity for the entire game.
"We go out and play hard, but
we need to maintain mat for the
whok' 40 minutes a game," she
saiii "Ccvich Brooks always says
a game is not 35 minutes king
because we can play and be up
for 35 minutes of the game and
then we kind of slack off some,
and the other team comes back
and wins the game."
The Dukes will look to continue their improving play Friday at
the Cornell Classic in Ithaca, N.Y
JMU will take on Winthrop
Liniversity Friday.
Coach Brooks said, "It's a
tournament we feel like we can
win if we play well"

Sooners:
Polls label
OU elite
SOOHERS. from page 25
Eight — Touchdowns
scored with the offense on
the sidelines (four punt
returns, two interceptions
returns, one kickoff return,
one fumble return).
10 — Catches of 40 yards or
longer by Clayton, who leads
the Big 12 in touchdown catchi<s
(15) and yards per catch (182).
14 — Consecutive victories, longest active streak
in the nation.
17 — Consecutive games
without losing the turnover
battle to an opponent.
Plus-18 — Turnover ratio
(31 takeaways, IS giveaways).
Zero — Ballots listing
Oklahoma in any position
iither than No. 1 in this week's
college football polls.

mm rims

AND
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
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CLASSIFIEDS
PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!

Throe, Four and FWa
Bedroom House* for Rent'
2004
Wosi

$3.00 for first 10 word*
$2.00 each add'l 10 words
Block ads are $IO/inch

tajtod
Call 433-0380.

All classified ads nuist he
siibmiitcd in writing. You

■August 1. close to JMU. 261 West
■ Market Street. *714 per month.
■Can 437-0193.

may e-mail your ad to
the J>ree«<2jmu.edu. Ads

I'umlahefl aaa**»atrt
■•™'
(efficient, single bedroom, bath, ell
■uti'ities. private entrance. Walking
(distance to JMU. Graduate student
eferred. 4360. call 434 7522
fcaei'W *»•*•**• *a* Baejag
Rent $200 (negotiant)
$hoit walk to campus, spacious,
utility costs, private
m/shower Contact ASAP il
Interested
or
need
more
Information. 1-757 692 3989
u.edu
t Compare our 4
I tenant houses and duplexes.
|See photos, prices.and current
iv a II ability for 2004-05 at
I www caaMeoropertycom.
■ Victorian HOUH -'. M IfOOnlt
II 1/2 baths, hardwood floors,
■laundry, AC, perking. DSL. 65 S.
■Brook
Street. June
lease
|$?60/month. Call 234 8583.
I end Breakfaet 5 Rooms.
^replaces. 2 courtyard cottages,
I gourmet breakfast, private
1 Romantic getaway $90 to
i.Ca"l«00-47M714.
> for Hnnt for 4 Females
walking distance from
p. 4 bed'ooma, 2 baths, and
Available In May. Call

1490?084
i Available Squire Hill
^BB&om open in two bedroom
1
townho v* starting January 1st.
Wonder''
-inmate, pet friend
noking
Ethernet.
L cable, and **w bus stop

i, 540 438 9492
Far Went ;R9. 291. and 293
^^^^^Hkraet will be available
i for yearly leose starting June 1.
| Ca»433t'<-i"
Did you know that your
parent* can get a

cash, check. VISA or
MasterCard. All ads arc
Mihjci. t to Hrce/e approval.
Call 56*4127 today!

g er • higriira aeeae available
August 1. Spacious rooms. 2
kitchens. 2 baths, large back yard,
minutes from JMU 240 N High
Street. $290 per room. Call
4370193.
Spacious and Quiet 2 Bedroom
aeertiiianta • $275 per parson m
6-unit student building. Fully
equipped with l 5 bath, W/D. A/C,
O/W and large living and dining
rooms www.castltp'Operiy.com
One Be4rearn Carriage House
Aaaitweet Kitchen, dm** area and
Mng room and M bath Fhe blocks
to campus and In the heart of Old
Town. www.caeOepropertycom
Bedroom Available for Spring
Semester- Commons. 3 male
roommates, all easy to live with.
1250/monlh. Call or email Mike.
804-502 3827. vastudentOcomcast
Elizabeth Street 5 bedrooms
Porches,
hardwood floors,
appliances. Can 5883068
Female Roommate Wanted - To
share 4 bedroom condo with 2
other girls. Hunter's Ridge area.
Any perspective roommates will
interview with two girla presently
living here. Condo available
beginning August 1. Currant
roommates are nonsmokem. and
limited party girls. Call 540-327
6679 or email ,sdI2e>edefpfNe.nel
Large 3 ■eirnwi Coeee- shaded
deck. $220 each. August, call
433 2221
Ream for rent In Mclean- Four
bedroom home, three male
roommates, all JMU grads. full
kitchen, shared oath, W/D.
fireplace, close to metro.
$550/month plus 1/4 utilities
Contact Matt at 1 70*403-5058

subscription to

TheBrmrze?
WO ft* ihiiiUl.ior $80 for first cb>-

. lull year ol
TheBrttze!
Call today hi-lull >u..r
. eept VISA
and Masfjar Can! h> i> me . <i
yoo may mail in >nur payment.
^6|d>l<*7 today?

must be paid in advance by

Apartment- Massanutton, 1 large
bedroom, deck, woods, private,
ski, golf and tennis. $495 plus
utilities. 9 or 12 month lease. Call
540-2897606.
Oaa bedroom available now In
Ashby apartment mill beat any
price). Great male roommates, great
location Contact 1 703232 2766 or
jernaW013aVorncaet/ktl

Urge Tewnhoeee - 3 bedrooms.
2 1/2 baths, large deck, basement,
short walk to campus.$250 each.
avetfaMemAi*jtt Ca» 4332221
Left Life Dewatowa- Newly
renovated, 12 fl
ceilings.
e>pansive windows, historic
Keenu Buiicta*. 122 S Mem St..
across from Dave's $395. no long
term lease required. Contact
Sheridan Real Estate. 4337325
Par Real- One bedroom available m
Olde Mill for spring semester.
$300'month, laundry. AC/heat.
perking Call 43R 3381
FeaMN Town*—us 4 bedrooms,
2 baths. Available August-July.
$310 per bedroom. Call Craig.
19732394282
■or f*ar» two seniors tooleng ID rent
two open rooms ai Ashby apartment
for neat spring; when they graduate
Great roommates, great location, if
you aregemg abroad ai the fan and
need a place to Irw in the sprang,
please contact Marci Stake.
1 2404613604.or sMema»>7v.edU
Twe Bearaeana - In three bedroom,
one level duple*, new construction,
private bath, hardwood floors. W/D,
aw, modem kitchen. $500. or $300
for one bedroom. 102 Maryland Ave.
Call 8336104.
Bedroom ~~AvaHa»le
Baring
law aster Stone Gate. 3 female
roommates. $286 per month. onfy
pay electricity, pnvate bathroom
Contact KatrtM, 442 4287 or
juneateo»nu.eoV

HaneMeonea Rugs Make Great
OMUI Cfl & Tnnft. 227 N. Main St.

Yoi more ifjonaabon sad assistance
rvtanhag IV iaveaigatMi of linanc i n|

taunts* oepoftuainev contact the
Better Baaaam Bateau. Inc

l-*W-53-V5»i
Pentium MMX - 200 MHi. 32M
RAM. 8G hard dnve. 24X CD-ROM.
Windows 98. Office 97. HP
Deskjet 520. 2 HP 28 cartridges.
$200 o.b o. Call 812-2244 or
email oVyogamas9jrnu.edu.
Johnton Mandolin Naw with Gl(
Bag • $75: square neck Regal
Oobro with case, $275: 26 key
accordion with case. $175; o.b.o
Call 4344625.
Fer tele- Mt. Shasta 21 speed
b*e. ai vawy good cofldMon, ridden
very little. Asking $100 (at
$350 new). Call 249-2064
Motorcycle Helmet Shoei full
coverage,
black, o.ceilent
condition. Small carry bag. $100
000. Can 830 2030.
eacaaent condition. yeHow with black
trim, new tlras. 9,000 miles,
negotiable http://coojmu.tdu/bltm
CaH 421-7243
Moentafn BBta ■ Carbon fiber Giant
21 Speed. Excellent condition, two
yean ok). $450. paM $1,100 Call
435*430 or 1 800-296-3485. ask
for Randy.
New Ski Bool. . Lowa Structure
Coaches Boots Ladles 4-pair:
Roasmgnoi 6 pair Race one
Rosaingnol 4 pair soft. Daibelio
SGS Vano 2-pair; Ootomrte ce blue
titanium 2 pair. Call 5688721.
miafjve^u.eclu

1994 Fen? beset Fe> gs*a - $L00O
or best Offer. Call 433 0516.
1901 Ford Mattang
IX
hatchback,
auto, excellent
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3950. Call
2898420.
1*92 Ford E«p!orar
gnori
condition, new tires. $4,500/obo
Call Mike. 435-4389.
Nice 19*4 Firebird v 0 j„di
enhausl. AM/FM CD player, runs
and sounds great Call 289-7090.
M VW coiuaiUMa Nee. many
ir parts, bast offer CaH 405-2277
1989 Pershe 944 94K miles. 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
(Veil tires, beautiful car inside and
out. $5995. Call 540740-8245
1000 Ws'aMNJtitaaBLE Great
Condition, black. $3900 obo. Call
5687914.
1000 Ceugnr Very nice car. runs
greet and is very dean WeM taken
care of. For price, call 289 7090
1007 Red Menta Cane 2 door,
spoiler, excellent condition. 94,300
miles, loaded, new tires. $3995
Call 8300444

Are you kaxmlrdgeahle at
WEB SITE PUBLISHING ?

NOTICE

mihWM]

I am otfiently looting for
knowledgeable individuals met are
tawy ■ heikling i ("hnaiian
«nented webtar and puHrihsni li on
the interne*. Whether you an
currently tsami a clan or are
computer savvy. I need your help
I Am eelra income, work M home If
you are interested in helping me
with Urn project or if you know of
anybody who might he. please
contact me at 5*0-925-2463 or
e-mail me ai pallit9mgwitl a>m
•Mat Money Taking Onfena fcarvey*
Earn $10 $125 for surveys Earn
$25 250 for focus groups. Visit
www.caeMatuftrtt.com/tveam
Position available ai
Sports Media Relations for the
spring semester Duties include
updating an e>istmg website, office
workond some shooting. Hours are
flexible, approwmately 10 hours a
wsek. Successful appkcarRa need hi
be proficient in Dreamweaver, and
PTouenop program* on a MacWoah
computer. Photography eipenences
a bonus. Applications available In
Sports media Reiatkms. Godwin Hell.
Room 220 or Atfsebcs fmotoayaphy
Chandler HaH, Room G 12. or call
5883294.
Calld Care - wanted tor Spring
2004 JMU faculty seek warm and
kind student to care for children.
agea 4 and 6, Tuesday and
Thursday from 11:45 till 4. Kids
are fun and friendly Five mmute
welk from campus. Call Suzanne
at
438 5663
or
a mall
srntt^fWperTfneejhyatficw.corn.
Do You Want to Write for the
Biaaia?
The Breeze is looking for
writers for News. Focus.
Sports. Style, and Optwon.

TED
To mentor
elementary school chess dub, 2 3
hours e month. Please call Beth
Neisen. 2806313.

Fraternities, Sororities. Clvbe,
Btedent Croupe Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampueFundralser 3 hour
fundratsing event. Our free programs
make furviraialng; easy with no risk.
*jndraalr« dates are n»ng qucWy.
so get with the rxogram. It works.
Contact CempusFundralser at
1 888-923-3238.
or
visit
wwwcarnpiMajrkanaaisr.com
Help Wanted Experienced cook
and wait staff lor popular
restaurant. 35 minutes from JMU
Campus. Great tips! Lost River Grill
& Motel, call Tim or Kevin lor
details. 1 304-897-6482.

Call 568-6127 for more
information.
Leasing
ConsultantPark
Apartments is looking for a
Saturday-only leasing consultant.
Must be enthusiastic, detail
oriented and have excellent
communication skills. Mai! resume
to Jill Merrrtt. 204 A Rocco Ave .
Harrisonburg. VA 22801. by fax
438-9571,
or
by
email
Pmk9temc.com

CONFIRMED FUGHTS

m

Jamaica *
■»%.a—pin
w m. ut~AtMi 1MB fat

ICftVh MW
WS&Ui-i-Bm SCSI

Spring Break- Nassau/Paradiaa
island, Cancun. Jamaica, and
Acapulco from $489. Air. hotel,
transfers, parties, and morel
Organize small group earn free
trips plus commissions! Call
1 800GET-SUN-1

Check out the CleeaRled
Ada online!
Visit www ihooteeze.org
today!
USA Spring Break • Cancun,
Bahamas. Acapulco. Jamaica &
more. Don't be fooled! Go with
quality and enpertence! 28 years ai
business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel). CaH toll free: 1-8774806077. Now also hiring campus
reps. Earn 2 free trips lor 15
travelers end $S
Cancun, Aeepalee. Naasaa.
•anaical 7 nights from $459 •
tax! includes breakfasts, dinners.
Guaranteed lowest prices and besi
party schedule. The only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics! Visit the best
Spring Break site on the web - view
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at www.SprirTgfireakrraveV.com.
Call 1-80O6 786386.
Wtatar and $>*ig 0TCafc-Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Call
1800Sunchase or go to
F.sunchase.com today!

STSTRAVEL.COM

on the Spring Break Bakaeiee
Party Crtrtee • 5 days from $299.
Party with Ace, Maiiory. Steven,
and Trisheiie includes meals,
port/hotel taxes, exclusive
parlies with cast members! Call
18006786386
www. SprfflgSrea* Trave'. com
I
Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices. Early
booking incentives. Book now with
a small deposit 1-800-367-1252
www. spvingOreakdirect. com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% bast prices! Cancun.
Jamaica. Acapulco. Bahamas.
Florida Book now and receive
free parties and meals Campus
reps wanted! 1800 234 7007
www. encHesssummer tours.com
«i Spring Break Operator! Check
our website lor the best deals,
www vagaoondfours com Cancun.
Acapulco. Bahamas. Jamaica, and
Florida. Group organizers earn
free trips and cash. Call today!
1-860 27 3-2500

1-BOO 648-4849
www.stslravrl.cor

SERVICES
Onltar !...»■• Btginne' to
InurmMlMt. in*v«lu» md Jrooo
fMM. Call Gref. 435-0385

SONALS

I- $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1800-293-3985,
ait.
215.
Mevle latrae Needed up to
$200/day. Ho experience required
Call 18888200070.
• Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at
home. Ho experience, information
at 1985046-1700 Dept. VA4808.

BarUrtaat Trainees Weeded - $250
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1-800 293 3985.

613.

Adeptlen
loving and stable
couple will provide a happy home
for your baby, filled with lots of love
and security. Expen-.-- oald.
Please can Orel and
ion
anytime at 1-800 6>
03.
pin # 00.

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST now
hiring for fall buy backs and
spring book sales!
Pleas* come by the store
to apply-

Watch for exciting new
Act Nowl Book 11 people, get
12th tnp free. Group discounts for
6- Call 1800 838 8202 or
www ionngxeekoSscovritsoom.

Personal Ad THEMKS and
SPACI IS IIHUD ■OOKNOW

18,9,0234 7,007 ,

DEALS coming next scmcsier'

Happy Holidays!!
Enjoy your break, we'll see you in January!
A PUBLIC VIEWING OF: u UNCOVERED:
theWHOLE TRUTHabout the IRAQ WAR JJ

Come relax before exams, at the

Note-oriety 5-year Reunion Concert
Friday, December 6 at 8p.m.
College Center Ballroom £3
with guest group,
Virginia Tech's all-male Juxtaposition
or more information, contact Pam Hoover:
540-438-3847 hooverpj@jmu.edu
orgs.jmu.edu/noteoriety

This one hour documentary describes exactly how the Bush administration manipulated
evidence to 'justify' launching an unprecedented, first-strike war. This will be one of
hundreds of simultaneous viewings, coordinated by MoveOn.org. Afterwards,
attendees will be invited to speak live, while tuning in to a national, on-line discussion
SUNDAY, DEC 7TH, 6:30 PM - 9:00 PM, H-BURG UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

4ioi turna n« mm - m oa> SCHOOWOVX - BaaBMBI (wasnv, 54o-i67-oon, mmmmmtMB
PlCASl CAU OK t-*Ult TO UAVt A MCSSAft IF PLANNING TO ATTCHD, OK If LOOKING TOK A KIDC.
This event is FREE,but donations to cover expenses will be appreciated.
Feel free to bring snack food / drink (no alcohol, please).
"A well-informed citizenry is the best defense against tyranny."
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Visit us to see our many different options:

si
a

>a
•:• From single bedroom apartments t(
aaaaal
seven bedroom houses!
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We will
you In the
New Year!

Why go some place that only lias one type of rental unit/

♦ Furnished or unfurnished
* Close to campus or tucked away
from the hype of campus life.
A»^
We have what you need!
gfW
trjHf Call us for Information and an appointment today! BJ

*c*
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■MASSM4DmN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Daeaanwr 21 w. BjaJga TMR, 2 PM-WKSV IV 3 Toy MM Day
Piciawir 30 m» Puqu—if, 7 aw-Sffowior^ by: B—titten
January 6 v». Chartotta, 7 pm-Sporoorad by: CWU'i ><gi
tanuary 9 w. Old Dortaion, 7 pm-Spowortd by: Pbn Hut 'j&t

chiUk.
St

DVANTACE REALTY
ANAGKMENT CROUP
IMC

540-4154-1173

email: tthlfflcWnteloi.ngt.
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MEN'S BASKETBAU ■MASSANUTTEN

10 v». VlrtWa gf
lalWi. 7 paKtpomorad by: Manamrtten
January 14 w. OM DomWon, 7 pm-Spoi»ortd by: CM'*

SfaNMnts! an you ready hw an adkm
to UM man'» and woman's
VICTORY! There wM be
Checkout

winter sports season. Come out
and cheer your Dukes on to
throughout the
for more information.
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Last Chance
to

Renew & Reserve
your space at

The Commons, Southview
& Stonegate!

Come in now!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday-Sunday
12:00-4:00
1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjllmited.com

www.thecommonsapartmsnts.coin

www.southviewapartments.com

www.stonegateapattments.net
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From the editors
Did anybody else have problems getting into classes this semester? We sure did.
When logging onto e-campus, it seemed that every class was either closed or required a prerequisite.
But then we remembered the way things used to be. To register, we don't even
have to get out of our desk chair. Imagine lining up in Godwin Hall or on the Wilson stage to choose your classes. Dukes of years past certainly lived in a much
different era than we do now.
As JMU approaches its centennial anniversary in 2008, there are countless stories, myths and historical anecdotes that add to the university's lore and legend.
Current students, alumni and employees of the school once known as Madison
College each have special memories of their time spent here and the people that
made those times truly memorable.
Madison's Diary has captured some of those' stories and expressed them in a variety of ways. Inside this special section, you will read about everything from local ghost stories and the tale of the kissing rock to the history of unique Harrisonburg houses and the man referred to as "Mr. Madison." People are at the center of
each story, and the staff of Madison's Diary is the transcriber of each tale as seen
"through their eyes."
We hope that you find our supplement interesting and enjoyable. But most of
all, we want you to be able to relate to the stories inside and feel a special connection with the university and the surrounding community. We'd like to thank our
staff and our sources who were more than willing to provide us the key to unlocking Madison's Diary.

Sincerely,

Alison
Fargo

Unlocking the Past
Khalil
Garriott

Diary Staff
co-executive editors
Alison Fargo
Khalil Garriott
art director
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photo editor
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Thank you to all those who helped make this supplement possible: Donna Dunn, School of
Media Arts and Design instructor for overseeing the entire process; Carrier Library, JMU Photography Services and Harrisonburg Heritage Center for providing photos; The Breeze staff for
letting us use the office and for old archives.
Cover photos courtesy of the Heritage Center; Cover design by Clark Nesselrodt
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The College Years
Reminiscing with Alumnae from the 1950s
By Brienne Kennedy
staff writer
Staying in (ouch with roommates from college nearly 50 years later sounds incredible.
But what better way to relive some of the
'best years of your life' then with those who
helped create those memorable moments?
Fran Topping still keeps in touch with the
friends she made while attending school here.
"I realized that without this institution, my
life wouldn't have been the same,"she said.
James Madison University has gone
through its share of changes. Alumnae from
the 1950s didn't go to JMU; they went to Madison College. As JMU reaches its centennial it is
interesting to see what the student experience
was like during the first fifty-year milestone.

:anng
ling
feat
Madison College.
Betty Mann
class of '58
"By 1958, a forty-acre campus had been
increased to over 300 acres," according to
Raymond C. Dingledine Jr.. who wrote Madison College, The first 50 years 1908-1958.
The institution that had opened as a normal
school in two buildings and a farmhouse was
now a college of 32 buildings.
"The thousands of men and women who
studied at Madison during its first 50 years
took away with them sound academic and
professional preparations as well as a spirit of
friendship and respect for honor," Dingledine
Jr said.
"I made endearing and enduring friendships at Madison College," said Betty Mann,
58' alumni. Mann still keeps in touch with
her roommate from freshman year and the
two girls who lived across the hall from her in
Spotswood dorm.
When asked what initially drew her to
Madison College, Mann said, "I went because
my friends were going. We visited a few other schools.but Madison looked like it would

COURTESY OF Carrier Library Special Collections
Madison College students take time to gather in Spotswood dorm in the 1950s.
be more fun." Mann believed she made the
right decision in going to Madison.
One of Mann's favorite things to do when
she wasn't involved with schoolwork wasn't
so different from what current students do.
She liked to chitchat and hangout with her
friends. Occasionally a group of her friends
would head over to Dock's, which was a
sandwich place. The restaurant that now occupies that space is BW3's.
Mann is now a member of the Alumni
Board of Directors. "[Going to Madison] was
simply the best time," she said.
Kay Neff graduated from Madison in

1959. Neff remembered the atmosphere of
Madison. "Everyone who stayed on campus,
especially during the weekends, got really
close.,"she said. "It was a very friendly place."
She remembered some of the "fun" times
living on Madison campus. When asked if she
and her friends ever played practical jokes on
each other or their dorm mothers, Neff recalled one incident involving toilet paper.
"One thing that sticks in my mind most happened when my roommate and my suitemate
decided that they wanted to know how long a
roll of toilet paper was." Neff paused to
laugh. "So they rolled it down the hall, draped

it down the banister. Some of it ended up outside, it was all over the place." When asked if
they got in trouble, Neff says that the maids
wouldn't give them anymore toilet paper until someone took responsibility for the mess.
After stealing toilet paper from other bathrooms for a while, the maids finally caught on
and her roommate confessed.
Neff told me she has fond memories of
going on picnics to what is now Purcell Park.
She and a group of friends would grab sandwiches from Dock's and spend an afternoon
hanging out. She also remembered Saturday
night movies shown in Wilson Hall.
Neff recalled "tea" held in one of the
buildings on campus. "We had to get
dressed up, white gloves and all." She
laughed, "We were learning to be ladies.
Some of the girls didn't like tea time, but I
thought it was a nice change. It was fun to
get dressed up."
Neff said this about academics, "The
classes and the professors were probably
my most favorite things about Madison. I
really enjoyed learning and Dr. Dingledine
[who taught history) kept us interested.
Overall I really value my education [from
Madison College]."
Fran Topping is another alumnae from
the fifties. She graduated from Madison
College in 1955 and became a teacher. She
went on to teach for 35 years. "I chose
Madison because I received an academic
scholarship, I was very happy to be able to
go there," she said.
"Going to Madison was one of the most
wonderful experiences I ever had, happiest
day of my life," Topping said. She went on
to say that she still keeps in touch with her
roommate from freshman year, and some of
her sorority sisters in Alpha Sigma Tau. "It
was wonderful [being in a sorority] it gave
us an opportunity to be good friends with
other girls and meet many different girls
who were from different areas and different
walks of life."
"I have nothing but wonderful memories
from Madison College," Topping said. "I always told the students I taught over the years
that it was a wonderful place to get an education and urged them to apply. If they got in,
they were ecstatic, and of course if they didn't, they were heart-broken because I really
stressed what a great school it was and always
will be."
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Encased in History
Old houses offer rich reminders for many students
By Zak Salih
copy editor
It was during a routine cleanup of his room
in the Knights House on South Liberty Street
when senior Brian Melchers came across the
dollar bill.
After noticing a crack that spread along the
woodwork surrounding his fireplace, he
looked closer and realized that an entire section of the woodwork had been broken off and
then put back into place. With fingers aching
from hours spent rearranging and reorganizing, Melchers pried apart the small rectangular
block of wood.
What he found, folded accordion-style into
the meat of the wood, was a single dollar bill.
Written along the face of the bill, in bleeding
blue marker, were the words, in all capitals:
"CLAY WAS HERE - FALL 2002 - MAY
THIS BRING YOU LUCK."
"Of course, my friends and I knew it wasn't
an ancient relic," Melchers recalled.
Discoveries like the neatly folded dollar bill
are constant reminders that, whether one year
or 50 years ago, the student-occupied houses
lining Harrisonburg's streets and side streets
carry with them a deep sense of history molded into their foundation. A first look at the facade of the Knights House - with its worn
white siding, chipped windows and bruised
porch awning - gives an immediate impression
of age and the
eventual wear
The
and tear pro- Knights
duced by more House,
than 100 years built
of hail, wind, around
rain and snow. 1901, is
But a climb up home to
thick
stone many
relics, insteps and a cluding
walk across an intrithe creaking cately dewooden porch signed
into the belly fireplace.
of the house
proves that for all the effects o:
history, the house inside remains
as alive as it was during its first
years of existence.
"As far as I know, the deed of
the house indicates that it was
built in 1901," said senior John Agapis, another of the house's current residents. "However,
other parts of the house were added later, like
a porch in the back and a wall that was
knocked down in between the family room
and the pool room for more space."
For senior Evan Schwartz, a resident of Old
South High Street, exact historical dates are a

mystery, but, according to him, some assumptions can be made. "The first owner of our
house must have been a midget...he made
sure that all of the ceilings in our house are
only 7 feet high so he could feel taller,"
Schwartz said. "Also, he built the house before building codes were well established in
Harrisonburg, so he made sure all of our floors
slant slightly and the roof on the upper floor
assumes a concave shape."
Names hold great importance for these
houses, whether pre-established from construction or made up as the years pass. They
help to distinguish one house from its neighbors while also adding a touch of character.
Some of these designations are fairly obvious. The house in which Melchers and
Agapis reside officially was named the
Knights of Columbus House when it became
a home base for members of the Catholic
group in 1986. The White House, on South
Main Street, is so called "just because it's
big and white" according to one of its residents, junior Mitch Young. "There isn't
some interesting story."
Others, however, derive their names from
their surroundings or even their inhabitants.
According to Schwartz, his house is called the
DoubleTree House because of the two trees
that stand watch in the front yard.
Though there is not a campus known name
for the old house located along West View
Street, senior Jonathan Meleney and his

Kim Broas/staff photographer

housemates give their place a few names.
"We...have referred to our house by such
things as the Dog Pound and the Animal
House," he said. "Dog Pound just because
some of us like to believe we are ghetto and
the Animal House because we like to get rowdy."
While names only characterize the surface.

Kim Broas/staff photographer

The DoubleTree House is named for the twin trees that stand guard
on the front lawn.
it is the inside of the houses where many historical hand-me-downs can be found that allude to times gone by. For Meleney, reminders
include "granny wallpaper, rickety stairs, a
garage that is about to collapse ... an old rocking chair, empty keg shells and some dirty underwear [left in the laundry room when we
moved in
l"
Other house leftovers may not be so humorous; indeed, they remind current occupants
about the various problems that come with living in an old house. "|We have] leaks, mice infestations, lack of central air conditioning,
creaky floors, doorknobs that suddenly fall
off, paint flaking away and mold that talks to
you, Schwartz said.
Yet for all the maintenance problems and
historical discoveries both disgusting and intnguing it appears .mpossible to ignore the
sense of h.slory that hovers inside the matured
bowels of some student-owned houses,
Every time I look at the woodwork in the
foyer the fireplaces with their unusual tiling
and the cast iron radiators, I always think back
to the history the house has seen and en-

about," Melchers said. "You will notice ii
eventually and it will make you think that
these things have stood in place for quite a
long time and are probably going to be here
for a long time after [you're] gone."
As for how he plans to leave his mark on the
house, Melchers may already have inadver
tently done so.
"I have my pictures on top of my mantelpiece and one of them happened to fall
through the cracks in there," he said. "[So]
when someone renovates this house in 50
years they'll see my brother's senior picture
with 2002 written on it. I guess that's one
way I can leave my mark. Everybody
changes ,hings around makes their own kind
of special signature "
And if any signature has stood the test of
time, it is the signature of times past thai
courses in and around these students' houses
in loops and whirls, connecting them to the
distinct history around which they live out
their daily, contemporary lives. At the same
time, the student residents remain aware that
someday they too will pass into history, their

prcsence mere| a
™ IT;
Uy relic to be poured over by
Oh, the history is something that you think future generations.
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the house," Conery said.
Bv Lisa Natalicchio tenance who said that the heat- in Other
unexplained events
ing system was working," cosstaff writer
such as costumes being

Haunted
Houses

/// a city as rich with myths as
Harrisonburg, legends of ghost
hauntings and sightings run deep
through the inhabitants and culture

One faculty member
comes to work everyday
with knowledge of ghostly inhabitants lurking in
her workspace.
In an area as rich with history as the Shenandoah Valley, ghost stories are plentiful. Creaks, moans and mysterious noises in the night
vindicate ghost legends for
some; however, others need
not look any further than
their home or work for confirmation of apparitions.
The JMU theatre department moved its costume design shop into the Lincoln
House located at 951 S. Main
St. in 1978, and since then,
students, teachers and faculty
have observed the presence of
a ghost.
Legend has it that Mr. Lincoln, for whom the house was
built in 1911 and named after,
lost his legs during the Spanish-American War. But other
than that, his history is vague,
according to the Oct. 27,
1997, issue of The Breeze.
Regardless of Lincoln's
history, many will swear he
has remained in his home all
these years. Numerous unexplained events and sightings have confirmed this
ghostly rumor.
"One day when I came into
work it was freezing cold on
the first floor, so I called main-

turner Kathleen Conery, Theater department faculty member said. "We then discovered
that every single heating vent
on the first floor had been

moved from room to room
and repetitive breaking of
similar objects leave many
convinced of Lincoln's presence in the house.
Just down the road another
ghost allegedly lurks nearby
campus. Some believe The
Quilt Museum, located at 301
S. Main St. in downtown
Harrisonburg, houses the deceased Col. "Tif" Warren.
Warren, who was a prominent lawyer in the area
around the 1850s, built the
house in 1856 for him and his
wife, according to Joan
Knight, director and curator
of the Quilt Museum.
With the outbreak of the
Civil War, Warren was one of
the first to volunteer his services and soon became commander of the 10th Virginia
Volunteer Infantry; where he
was killed in 1864 at the Battle of the Wilderness, explained Knight.
Warren is said to haunt his
Kim Broas/
previous home to this day.
staff photographer
Rumors of him descending
Ghosts allegedly
the stairs have been conhaunt Shenandoah
firmed by actual sightings
Hall, the Quilt
Museum and LinKnight said; however. Knight
coln House.
herself has never seen Warren.
closed."
Legend has it that Wairen
"[Another time,] one stu- looks down the single flight
dent saw someone walk across
the kitchen, only to realize
see GHOSTS, page 13
that she was completely alone

Harrisonburg in Action: The Civil War
Before Port Republic was bustling with college life, it
was a rich farmland, resembling today's outskirts. That is,
until the Civil War. Between the years of 1861 and 1864,
Union and Confederate troops brought commotion to the
growing town. In George Elliott May's book, "Port Republic: The History of a Shenandoah Valley River Town",
he explains what Harrisonburg was like during the Civil
War. Soldiers traveled through Harrisonburg, leaving their
sick and wounded to be cared for at local homes and
schools, which served as hospitals. Soon, the fence that
surrounded the courthouse became a prison that held captive Union soldiers.
The Battle of Port Republic, along with the Battle of
Cross Keys, was significant because these battles are considered to be the climax of Confederate Gen. Thomas Jackson's Valley Campaign. According to May, the Valley
Campaign was Jackson's plan to attack and defeat Union
forces by surprise.

On June 9,1862, after burning the North River bridge,
Confederate forces convened with Jackson's army and
made a surprise attack on Gen. Erastus Tyler's troops at
Port Republic. The Confederate army soon advanced on
Tyler's men, pushing them behind their lines. The Union
army needed reinforcements, but they were too late-the
bridge had already been destroyed. Gen. John Charles Fremont's army could not cross the river. So the Union army
retreated and the Confederates were victorious. The United
States Army lost 1,002 of the 3,500 men they employed.
The Confederate States Army's casualties totaled 816 of
6,000 men. Of the men lost to the Confederates, one of
them was Gen. Turner Ashby. He died at the home of
Frank Kemper, which today serves as part of the Port Republic Museum. Today, Gen. Ashby is memorialized
throughout Harrisonburg with the Turner Ashby Memorial,
and a dormitory at JMU bears his namesake.
— compiled by staff writer Heather Hopkins

Kim Broas/staff photographer

A stone marker pays tribute to
Gen. Turner Ashby, who fought
and died at the Battle of Port
Republic during the Civil War.
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Ron Carrier: JMU's living legend
'Uncle Ron' shows great devotion to students, school
By Khalil Garriott
co-executive editor
His name is synonymous with the university. Several campus landmarks bear his monicer. Over five years after he resigned, alumni
and professors still talk about the legacy he
left during his time here. In short, it is safe to
say Ronald E. Carrier is JMU's version of a
living legend.
The school's fourth president. Carrier became president of then-Madison College in
1971. During his 27-year tenure, Madison saw
numerous changes that helped it become the
school it is today. In comparison with the current 15,000-plus undergraduate enrollment, a
mere 3,800 students attended Madison College when Carrier took over.
What if?
In 1984, President Carrier had an opportunity to be known as Senator Carrier.
According to the Feb. 1, 1991 issue of The
Breeze, former Virginia Gov. Charles Robb
encouraged Carrier to pursue the Democratic
nomination for U.S. senator. As tempting as a
trip to the governor's mansion was. Carrier
declined, saying he was "only interested in
completing my work at JMU."
"Ultimately, I suppose ... in many ways the
right opening never came up," said former
Breeze editor Dwayne Yancey, a 1979 graduate
who covered Carrier during his time here. "Had
he gotten elected governor, he'd have probably
been a master of the legislature in many ways.
Certainly he worked the halls of the General
Assembly very well as a college president.
"How he'd have done as a retail politician —

COURTESY OF JMU Photography Services

Ronald E. Carrier

COURTESY OF Carrier Library Special Collections
President Carrier took an active role in the school's athletic program. Here, he is seen at a JMU men's
basketball game interacting with an original Duke Dog, cheerleaders and Greek community members.
the shaking hands, kissing babies part of the job
— I don't know," Yancey said.
But "Uncle Ron," as he was affectionately
known by students, was never challenged at
keeping his options open. If even just to shake
things up a little, he would sometimes state his
political aspirations —whether serious or not
— to the public.
In the same issue of The Breeze, Carrier
said, "I would like to be a United States senator. I would like to be a governor. But I'm not
sure that I'd have what it takes to go out and
run. Can they just appoint me?"
Another job offer nearly resulted in Carrier
leaving the Harrisonburg area earlier in 1984.
After originally accepting the position of
Chancellor at the University of Arkansas, Carrier returned to JMU after his would-be boss
stepped down. JMU students, with whom Carrier had built a strong relationship, were
pleased when he decided to come back.
"He's Mr. Madison to a lot of people," said
Ron Burk, then-president of the Black Student
Alliance, in the Feb. 1,1991 issue of The Breeze.
Students come first
Yancey said Carrier had a reputation for being friendly with students, even to the point of
showing up in a residence hall room for a "social gathering" once during the 1978-'79
school year.
Yancey said, "He showed up in D-Hall one

day and struck up a conversation with some
students, who invited him to a party — I believe it was an afternoon drinking session in
one of the Bluestone dorms. Sure enough.
Carrier showed up. That kind of thing was
very much in character for Carrier; he did
enough of that kind of socializing [that] it became part of his legend."

I would like to be a
Uorted Sjates
segftpr... fan they
ju^p)pd|pne?
Ronald Carrier
former JMU president

Behind every president is ...
The East Tennessee State alumnus usually
was flanked by his supportive wife, Edith, during his years as president. It wasn't uncommon
to see the Carriers — with their son Mike and
two daughters, Linda and Jennine — singing
holiday carols during "Christmas on the Quad"
or meeting and greeting students on their way
to class with eggs and milk from the front
porch of Hillcrest House. A modem-day reflection of Edith Carrier's dedication and com-

mitment to the university is visible to passers-l
by on University Boulevard near Potomac and|
Chesapeake halls. The Edith J. Carrier Arboretum is one of several examples of how the Car-I
rier name will forever be attached to JMU.
"Edith was a visible figure, in much thel
same way that the wife of the U.S. president is|
a visible Figure," Yancey said.

Looking back
March 22, 1977 was a turning point in Car-I
tier's career as a university president. Whenl
then-Virginia Gov. Mills E. Godwin Jr. si
the bill that transformed Madison College intoj
James Madison University, Carrier's impact onj
the school was felt more than ever. He was responsible for adding 19 new degree programs
to university curricula and constructing 37 new
campus buildings. JMU has received national
recognition and an impressive reputation due
to significant growth in campus size and student enrollment, trends initiated and implemented by Carrier.
Just as students and teachers spoke highly
of Carrier during his administration, he also
was respected and admired by other college
and university presidents. Several leaders of
Virginia higher education institutions commended his longevity and numerous contributions to the campus.

see CARRIER, page 11
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The Milestone Dining Hall in Harrison
Hall included long tables for family-style
dining at the Normal School.

BEHIND
THE
BLUESTONE
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An aerial view of Madison in 1934
shows the dominance of Wilson Hall,
and the vast expanse of Newman Farm.

The truth about what originally went on inside JMU's walls
By Patrick Reed
staff writer

structed on the south side of the campus, but
"nothing ever really materialized, as far as a
full course went," said Bolgiano. "The ninth
hole was lost when Senior Hall got built,
With dorms, classes, dining and recrewhich is known as Converse Hall today. So
ation squeezed into as few as four buildings,
really, the course could never really be what
it was an easy walk from one end of campus
he wanted it to."
to the other in the early days of JMU. With
When men entered the picture after
the gradual campus growth, the idea of a
World War II, they were not admitted as fullsmall school being here seems mythical.
time students. However, by the middle of
In 1920, a young woman at the State
the 1960's, when the college became fully
Normal School for Women, or "the Normal,"
co-educational, the men of Madison lived in
would walk out of a door and see four buildthe houses on Main Street, which were origiings on campus (compared to the 92 in 2003).
nally purchased by the university as sorority
houses. "They lived in those houses on Main
Students lived in either Jackson Hall or Ashby
Hall and typically had two other roommates.
Street just as a stopgap until they co-Id build
Going to class meant leaving the dorm and
some men's dorms," Hilton said. Hilton
walking along a boardwalk (where dresses
also said that some of the men might have
even lived in the Quad dorms for some time
probably got caught on nails and splinters) up
until Shorts Hall, the first men's dorm, was
the hill to Maury Hall, for a full day of classes. When the schedule designated, students
finished in 1968.
Even with old traditions and old buildate meals in the Bluestone Dining Hall, conings, there was still a need to move past
veniently located in Harrison Hall. Harrison
those uses and expand the school to it's modwas also a place to check mail, find out onem size. The early motivation for the camcampus happenings, study or read in the small
library area. Then, after a full day, students
PHOTOS COURTESY OF Carrier Library Special Collections pus to grow sparked from the passing of laws
requiring children to go to school. "They
returned to the dorms for lights out.
[Virginia lawmakers) did expect an increasIn the beginning, those few structures
Keezell Hall housed the first indoor swmming pool on campus, as well as a basketing social need for teachers, and the school
were able to support all aspects of student
ball court and and indoor track.
was
inaugurated to meet that need. I doubt
life at the Normal School. Part of this had to
said about the students of the Normal School.
they
had in mind that was like the growth
do with the early curriculum, said Special
existence of a library. A room is believed to Some of these outdoor intramural sports, acthat
actually
occurred," said Bolgiano.
Collections Librarian Chris Bolgiano. "One
have existed in Harrison Hall that met this
cording to Bolgiano, included tennis, field
Although
growth was anticipated, men
of the most important majors here was the
need for most of the Normal School's early
hockey and lacrosse, which may have taken
were
more
than
likely never intended to atrural arts curriculum, since many of these
history. Some of the other buildings on the
place in the grassy area where Miller Hall
tend
the
school
and
spark the growth. "I.
women would be sent into the rural schools
Quad may have had rooms similar to a listands today.
doubt
very
much
that
men were a gleam in
and homes," Bolgiano said.
brary with some limited research materials,
Keezell Hall, originally called Reed
anybody
else's
eye,"
Bolgiano
said.
For the rural arts curriculum, among
according to Fred Hilton, Director of Univer- Hall, was the "UREC of the time, with a
Imagine
spending
a
college
career in
other activities, the young women tended a
sity Relations.
basketball court, indoor track above the gym
four
buildings
like
the
women
of
"the Norgarden and apple orchards in the back of
Hilton currently is putting together a reg- and a swimming pool. These facilities were
mal"
did.
A
modem
student
at
JMU
probaJackson Hall, where the walkway between
istry of university buildings, which includes
used by students in physical education classbly couldn't imagine all of the growth that
Jackson and Roop halls is today. Bolgiano
the date completed, historical information and es and for leisure, as well as for the varsity
said that the products of this agriculture, inthe current use for each of JMU's structures.
women's basketball team until the opening of the university has experienced, and the
growth that it has yet to undergo.
cluding that of their courses in bee culture
At the small college, there was a place
Godwin Hall in 1972.
and chicken raising, supplied the food for the for fun. Not unlike the students of today
Another recreation opportunity that was For more information on JMU history inBluestone Dining Hall.
who suit up for their intramural flag football planned -and constructed, but never finished- cluding pictures, go to the JMU Historical
As academics programs grew, study and contests or spend their afternoons at UREC,
was a golf course planned by the second
Collection Web site on the Carrier Library
research grew also, feeding the need for a li- the women of the Normal School spent a lot president, Samuel Page Duke, according to
Special Collections page:
brary. Prior to the construction of the Madi- of time on their respective playing fields.
Images of James Madison University, 1908son Memorial Library [now Carrier Library |
"They were athletic from the get go, and 1983: Blue Stone Hill to JMU, published by
http://www.lib.jmu.edu/speciaUaboutjmu.htm
in 1 ), there is little evidence of the
they had a lot of outdoor sports," Bolgiano
the university in 1983. Nine holes were con-
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University's tale by those who hi
Bv Alison Fargo
co-executive editor

Snake in one hand and Coke can in another, facilities management
employee Dave Meadows had a plan. He slipped the small reptile
into the soda and handed it to one of the nearby housekeepers.
"I told her I had a little gift for her," Meadows said with a
slight chuckle. "And she took it graciously, until she realized
what it was and she screamed. We had a lot of people come and
see what was going on."
But this self-proclaimed "cut-up" didn't stop there. In the
early 1980s, Meadows cornered people to soak them with waterfilled fire extinguishers, and one time he offered a ride to a secretary
in the pouring rain, only to stop after driving a few feet.
"That's one thing I think that has
changed," Meadows said. "People don't cut
up anymore. Everyone's more serious ... you
just can't do things like you used to."
Whether or not practical jokes still are the
highlight in some people's days,
JMU has undergone some
rapid and radical changes
since it developed from
Madison College in 1977.
The student population has
tripled, the campus size has
doubled and the latest technology has increased the speed of
communication times 10.
And while many students hear
rumors of what it was like in the
university's "olden days," a few
long-time employees share their
real stories of JMU's past.
Meadows, who has worked at JMU
for more than 34 years, remembers
when he solely relied on word-of-mouth
to fix any building work orders before the
two-way radio.
"I work second shift, so after the day

shift leaves, if we have any emergencies,
they will call us on the radio and we can
respond immediately," Meadows said, "versus waiting until we get into the shop to find
out what was wrong where. So that's really
made a big difference."
Janice Harper, who currently works in the
admissions office but spent 19 years in academic affairs, remembers when an electronic
memory typewriter and dummy terminals
were her sources to print out 250 summer
school contracts and make orientation rosters
in the "80s. And before computer registration, students would line up in Godwin Hall
and on the Wilson Hall Auditorium stage to
be given class-choice computer cards.
"The departments would be there with
their class cards," explained Harper, who
recently celebrated her 30-year anniversary
at JMU. "The students would go up and
select the classes that they wanted."
Along with the advancement in technology
came the advancement in the dress code —
or lack thereof.

People don't cut up anymore ... you just can't do
things likjryou Jieed to.
Dw»Me«lows
facilities management
employee

One thing I noticed in particular, you used
to see most faculty members in suits and
sports coats and ties and dress shirts, and
[now] you see a lot more faculty dressing
very casual," Harper said. "In fact, I spoke
with a faculty member [a few weeks ago] and
he was in shorts. ... And you never saw any
staff member wear blue jeans, which are

acceptable now."
Harper said miniskirts als<
both students and some facu
"When I started worki
saw a lot of miniskirts a
dresses, and then of can
went down, and now, you
ent kinds of lengths."
Virginia Gleason, who 1
30 years behind a cash
Dukes supervisor, also rem
skirts hit big — which was
the then-40-year-old.
But perhaps what Gleaso
of were the parties.
"Everyone used to comi
Thursday night and have a p
of the days when 18 still wa
and when PC Dukes was cal
"When the school beca
[students] had a big pa
Ballroom," she added. "C
pened in the summer, so I'c
happened during the schoo
had a lot [of students] as
whole place was packed wi
people at the door — y«u Cl
many people in the place/
School-wide parties seetr
in the 1970s, as Dukes Gr
located where Madison i
served beer to those 18 and
Halloween parties every ye
"We used to have ond j
hair all over - a *0l
remembered. "He was real
art major fixed her bo
Frankenstein one year an
good too."
Philip Riley. a history pr
his 32nd year at JMU. has
what has changed at JMU_
growth in the university »i
impact on the way he now i
"[The growth has] taught
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ave seen it all
ilso were the rage, for

icully.
rking in 1973, you
I and a lot of short
durse the hemlines
4justseealldiffer0 has spent the past
h register as a PC
imembers when mini
/as a big surprise for
son reminisced most
•me to Dukes every
i party," Gleason said
was the drinking age,
called Dukes Grill,
icause a university,
party in the (PC)
"Of course it hapI'd hate to think if it
001 year because we
»s it was. Just the
with people. We had
could only allow so
anted to be common
Grill _ which was
i Grill is now —
id older and hosted
year.
fl guy who did the
Olfman," Gleason
»Hy good. And one
wyfriend up like
*nd that was real
professor who is in
as his own ideas of
U. He said that the
has made a huge
i teaches.
;ht all of us (teach-

(L-R) English professor Cynthia Gilliatt, history
Srofessor Philip Riley, admissions employee Janice
larper, PC Dukes supervisor Virginia Gleason and
facilities management employee Dave Meadows

ers) that we have to be very nimble," Riley
said. "Change is very much a part of what
we're doing, and [we need to] constantly be
prepared to move in a different direction or
at least to accommodate the changes that
take place here."

... [we need to] constantly
be prepared to move in a
differentJrtrection or at least
accomdEate tl^^hanges
that take place Are.
Philip Riley
history professor
Riley now tries to reach out to his larger
classes, inviting students to opt out of a final
by keeping a journal and then talking to him
about it at the end of the semester.
"There seems to be, among the students
at least, a sense that if you're invited to a
professor's office that there must be something wrong," Riley said. "It's not 'cool.'
It's kind of hard to overcome that, where I
think back — and maybe I'm romanticizing
tliis — but back in the beginning is was
considered 'cool.'"
Change in instruction came not only from
Riley, but from the administrators above
him. When Ronald Carrier was JMU's president, Riley said that change was very much
a part of what the university, as a whole, was
all about.
"[Carrier] was a builder," Riley said. "He
built this campus and was incredibly astute
politically. ... He would be on this campus
every morning, walking up and down, looking at the sidewalks, inspecting buildings —
very much a hands-on president in terms of
how he proceeded."

And
while it seems
that how Carrier carried
out his business was mostly on
a positive note, Riley, as well as
English professor Cynthia Gilliatt. remembers the not-so-good times as well. Carrier's
threatening of disbanding the physics department in the mid '90s was one of those times.
According to Gilliatt, Carrier decided to
establish the integrated science and technology
program because it was unlike any other existing program in schools throughout Virginia.
"Unfortunately, in order to accomplish
[ISAT], rather than go through the route of
consulting with faculty and exploring and
researching different ways of doing this, he
sort of came up with the program and
imposed it," Gilliatt said. "And because people in the physics department and in other
parts of the university were opposed, partly
to the program, but particularly to the sort of
... method of doing it, they protested in the
Faculty Senate."
The speaker of the Faculty Senate at the
time was a member of the physics depart-

ment. "You can't fire a tenured professor, but
you can, in some circumstances, abolish a
program," Gilliatt said. "And what a lot of
people thought was that Dr. Carrier, in order
to get rid of the person in Faculty Senate who
was asking a lot of uncomfortable questions
about methodology and how this program
was going to function and how it was founded, he simply said, 'Get rid of all of them, all
of the physics department.'"
While today the physics department still
stands, Gilliatt said that "Friday the 13" in
January 1995, when Carrier made his
announcement, left a "very sour taste."
Despite the bitterness that still lingers

see CHANGE, page 11
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Kiss and Tell
JMU grads
find the
magic of the
kissing rock

f *>

Bv Molly O'Halloran
staff writer
When Emily Goodman came to visit her
boyfriend at JMU, she was just a senior in
high school. One fateful Sunday afternoon,
before she was about to go home, she and
Tim Scott, a sophomore, made an interesting discovery. Goodman pretended to
know her way around campus and accidentally ended up leading him to a place that
would change their lives forever. She led
him to the kissing rock where they "gave
each other a few smooches and enjoyed the
view," Goodman said.
The legend of the kissing rock is one
that most JMU students learn about on
their initial tour of campus. Senior Becky
Banns, a Student Ambassador, tells the
story every year of the kissing rock to the
crowds of future JMU students. According to Baines, the story of the kissing rock
began when JMU was an all-girls school,
known as Madison College. Friday nights
were the only times the young women
could go on dates.
But first they had to acquire the approval
of three people before embarking on the
date. Then, the housemother would perform
"a white glove inspection of the girl's
room," Baines said. If the student passed the
test, the housemother would walk from
Jackson Hall to Alumnae Hall where the
president's office was.
There, the president would look up the
man's name to see if he were on the list of approved dates, "most of whom were Virginia
Military Institute students," Baines said.
"So the story goes, if the president then
approved, he would call up the young
woman's parents to get their consent," she
said. According to Baines. once the date was
approved, the gentleman could pick up the
women at 6 p.m. and return them no later
than 9 p.m. If the date went well, "they
would kiss goodnight on the kissing rock,"

CLARK NESSELRODT/asst. photo editor

The kissing rock has become a popular place for students to sit, relax, chat and observe the Quad.
Baines said.
The legend, according to Baines, is that if
you kiss someone on kissing rock, "you are
destined to be with them for the rest of your
life." Baines has a friend who was just married who swears by the kissing rock. "So the
moral of the story," Baines said, "is to be
careful who you take to kissing rock."
Scott heard the same sentiment when he
was a freshman at JMU in the fall of
1997. He was living in Eagle Hall then,
and within the first few weeks of school
he and his friends decided to inquire
about the legend of the kissing rock. The
major consensus with the male population
he talked to was that they "tried to avoid
kissing on it," because female students
were always trying to take their
boyfriends there. He "thought it was kind
of hokey," he said. That was, of course,
until he and Goodman kissed on it.
Goodman ended up going to JMU in
1999 and was an SCOM major. She, in
turn, told the legend of the kissing rock to
future JMU students. She became a Student Ambassador her sophomore year.

She calls the kissing rock story "one of my
favorites because people really seem to
enjoy it and laugh when I tell of it."
The two dated for five years and were
married July 25 after Goodman's graduation in May. Scott now calls the kissing
rock "significant for Emily and I." The two
have fond memories of JMU and the day
they encountered the kissing rock together.
"We revel in it," he said.
Lynn Fichter, a professor of geology at
JMU, said the kissing rock is composed of
limestone and dates back about 450 million years. "It is in fact the same rock that
the Bluestone buildings are made of," he
said, "quarried from someplace else, of
course." Fichter said that when the kissing rock is broken open it is "a jet black
color, and within a few years, weathers to
the pleasant gray we see." He imagines
that when the quad buildings were built
they were actually black, until they were
weathered and turned gray.
Fichter appreciates the history of the kissing rock. "It does have a long, deep and fas11M;II ig history, and when I sit on it and

think about the geologic history it represents
I am always left quiet," he said.
There are always two stories to be told by
a geologist he said. "The one story is what
the place is like right at this moment, for example, a rock sticking out of the ground on
the Quad, and the second story is what that
rock means and tells us about the past, almost always a fascinating story."

COURTESY OF Tim and Emily Scott
Tim and Emily Scott celebrate
with the Duke Dog at their July
25 wedding.
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'Mr. Madison' embodies college for 27 years
The Dukes' #1 fan
During his tenure. Carrier had a deep com'Ron Carrier is an original," said Paul mitment lo the school's athletic program. He
Verkuil, former president of the College of did everything in his power to ensure that the
William and Mary. "His [27] years at James Dukes' athletes and coaches had the necessary
Madison University [were] a personal mile- resources to succeed during competition. One
stone but also a significant event for Vir- such example took place in 1975, when the ecginia higher education.
centric Carrier used a "scare tactic" of sorts to
"During that period. Dr. Carrier has been earn extra funding for his college.
the prime force behind the emergence of JMU
In an effort to persuade the Virginia Generas one of the fine universities in America," al Assembly — from whom Carrier had great
Verkuil said.
success with attaining money for new buildCarrier, now 70, announced his retire- ings — to fund Madison's football program.
ment March 25, 1998. He stepped down not Carrier purposely flooded what is now Zane
citing fatigue or frustration, but instead Showker Field at Bridgeforth Stadium to dewanted to "give someone else a chance." pict conditions of natural turf playing fields.
That someone else is JMU's current presi- His ploy worked — astroturf was soon indent, Linwood H. Rose, who commended stalled at Bridgeforth Stadium, making it the
Carrier's achievements and lasting mark on first artificial turf field in the state.
Carrier's support of aththe university.
~^~~"""—"""" letic teams also translated
"Dr. Carrier was
onto the hardwood. An act
very much a 'handsDr. Carrier was very
probably considered unusuon' leader," Rose said.
muchsa 'hai>ds-on'
al nowadays, the university
"He was especially
lead
president would sometimes
close with the student
personally see to it that his
body. I worked very
in
wood
Rose
star basketball players atclosely with Dr. Carrier
current
JMU
president
tended
their classes.
in a variety of assign"I
remember
the stories
ments during his presi—
about Carrier calling one
dency and enjoyed an ~™^™"^^^ ^~ ""■~""~
of our students who was a
excellent working relaleading scorer to make sure he got out of bed
tionship with him."
Following Carrier's retirement speech, the and went to class," said School of Media Arts
JMU Board of Visitors appointed him as and Design professor David Wendelken, who
JMU's first Chancellor. Currently President has taught at JMU since 1975.
Thousands of people whom "Uncle Ron"
Emeritus with an office in the Medical Arts
East complex, he lent expertise and advice as encountered along the way can recall personal
requested on matters related to raising private anecdotes and stories that add to the indelible
mark he has left on the university.
support for JMU.
CARRIER, from page 6

Want to
be famous?
Write for The Breezel
the_breeze@jmu.edu
X8-6127

COURTESY OF Carrier Library Special Collections

A proponent of the JMU athletic program while he was president,
Ron Carrier takes time out of his schedule to play tennis on campus.

Staff, faculty speak out
Student diversity among changes
CHANGE, from page 9
today on those who were around during the
situation, Gilliatt feels that the campus has
grown over the years — mostly for the better. The openness to gays and lesbians is
one example of JMU's increased diversity.
"Sometime in the late '70s or '80s, a
group of gay students tried to form a group
tike Harmony, and they were intimidated by
other students for doing that," Gilliatt said.
Today, with Harmony and Safe Zones,
the student gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans-

sexual club and secure places for those students, respectively, "we have a much more
open and accepting climate now than we
did then," she said.
While nearly 30 years have passed since
JMU's beginning, there is one thing these
long-time employees all agreed has not
changed — the students.
"In my 34 years, they've all been nice,"
Meadows said. "The student population,
they're just always willing to help — to open
the door, do whatever they can to help out —
and that has not changed through the years."

This supplement was produced by a staff df 1ft students in
Donna Dunn's SMAD 322. Newspaper Production class.
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GREEK LIFE 10 1
JMU fraternities, sororities have little-known histories
fel

By Caitlin Driscoll
staff writer

nity and sorority involved in the prank would
host a party in the fraternity's house, since all
sorority members lived in Eagle Hall until the
Row was built in 1978.
Without "hotspots" such as Highlawn Pavilion
and Buffalo Wild Wing's for students to throw
their beer-bucks, what did they do before the current 'Burg night-life was established? Harper said
that off-campus options were limited, but some
establishments did exist. Greek-lifers saw popular bands at Main Street Bar and Grill's predecessor, The Elbow Room, located downtown on Main
Street. For off-campus dancing, Scotland Yard

Everything to do with sororities
is govemeeTon ajrery level
playing fi«jL ^^
Kristin Muncy

Having on campus kegs, stealing tire hydrants
and throwing fraternity brothers in Newman Lake
are not associated with JMU Greek life today, but
Associate Director of Student Organization
they once were.
Services
Even though Greek row has been in existence for
25 years, fraternities and sororities have existed at
JMU since 1939. Greek life as we know it today
Today, JMU's Greek life has grown to
was drastically different "back in the day," and there
include
14 fraternities and eight sororiare some old traditions that are no longer in practice.
ties.
The
Greeks of JMU are known for
From 1974 to 1987, the drinking age in Virtheir social gatherings like Greek Week
ginia 18. With 18-yearand each chapter has philanolds being allowed to
thropy requirements and a
Sf™
consume alcohol, there
governing body. JMU sororwas less focus on drinkJMU
Greek
Life
Quick
Facts:
ities represent one chapter in
ing at fraternity parties.
the
Panhellinic Council,
"Frat parties always had
which
dictates formal rituHow Many!
a band and everyone
als,
dues,
went to dance," said
ty/forority population at JMU U >,069 housing. ceremonies and
Donna Harper, administrator for the President's
"Everything to do with
That is...
Office and former memsororities is governed on a
ber of Alpha Sigma Al15% of the JMU undergraduate student body
very level playing field,"
pha. "Yes, of course
Muncy said. While the Interthere were kegs of beer
fraternity Council is the
F ■' There are... 4
at parties, but that's beboard that oversees the fracause we got thirsty."
ng86 sorority w,o«en
ternities of JMU, it deals less
Harper went on to dewith rituals and processes
113 fraternityAnem
scribe weekend activiand more with issues like
ties of Greek-lifers of
hazing, according to Michael
JMU past: "There would
How Much?
Citro, Coordinator of Frateralways be fraternity vernity/Sorority Life.
Fraternity dues ranges from $150-$425 per semester
sus sorority athletic
iorority dues ranges from $125-$280 per ser
In keeping with the idea of
competitions, like softtradition,
sororities still operball and soccer. We also
ate
under
strict
conditions durmade community serHow Big?
ing
Recruitment.
vice a social function. It
ternity si
49 men
was all very fun."
According to the Student
h'J
Of course, not all
Organization Services page on
members of the Greek
the JMU website, Recruitment
community played by
consists of a mutual selection
the rules.
"Symbol*l process of three rounds and a
stealing" was the mmmmm
preference night.
was the place to be according to Harper.
thing to do in
This dance club was once lo- cated on
Pre-registeration must happen on the
Harper's
day; Yes, of course there were
South Main Street and was the only dance Commons the first Monday, Wednesday,
every fraternity kegs ofJfeer aVt>arties,
club in the area.
or Friday of the first week of school.
and sorority had but thasypecB^e we got
"Greek love" was also a bit more formal Every potential new member is assigned
a symbol. For
thirstyW W
in the school's early days. There was a rit- a Rho Chi rush counselor.
example, Sigma
Donna Harper ual centered around a rite of passage
Phi Epsilon's was
One mandatory rule of Recruitment
called "lavaliering," when a brother gave
a large fire hy- Administrator for the President's Office
deals
with the position of Rho Chi. A
a girl his "letters" to be worn around her
drant located in
Rho
Chi
is a sorority member who apneck, explained Kristin Muncy, associate
its yard, while
plies
for
the
position and is interviewed
ASA kept a red gavel in the common room. director of Student Organization Services.
and
ultimately
chosen by the Panhellinic
While this was not an engagement, it was a sign
Harper explained that a fraternity or sorority
Council.
would steal another's symbol and it was the "vi- of a serious romantic commitment. In celebration
olated" chapter's job to figure out who the perpe- of this big event, the fraternity brother would be
traiors were. When it was recovered, the frater- thrown into Newman Lake by his fellow brothers.
see GREEK, page 13
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Local Ghosts Appear to Some
GHOSTS, from page 5
of stairs dressed in his war-ravaged officer's uniform, saber in hand and a bulletwounded head bandaged according to a
Halloween story in a 1989 issue of the Daily News-Record. Others claim that Warren
slowly descends the stairs.
While many think it is Warren who
haunts the museum. Knight proposes that
the ghostly apparition is that of a young
solider who was wounded in the battle of
Gettysburg and was taken to Warren's
house to be cared for where he died.
Regardless of the identity of the ghost,
since he has not made his presence known
for nearly a decade, "he must be happy
with what we are doing with the house,"
Knight said.
Next door to the Lincoln house is Shenan-

GREEK, from page 12
Her jobs include ensuring the comfort of an assigned group of pledges by answering their
Greek-life questions, ushering them to activities
and informing them of their respective bids.
Each sorority has a Rho Chi who is "disaftiliated" from her chapter during Rush. This does
not mean Rho Chi's are silent for the entire period, but rather they are not allowed to talk
about Rush, or attend any social functions with
their sisters. These precautions are taken so
pledges are not unfairly swayed toward or
against a particular sorority during Rush.
While there are no kegs on Greek row or
love-sick fraternity brothers floating in Newman Lake, current JMU Greek life is ground
in these historical traditions and rituals.

I definitely think that there
are ghosjs
osiff here/with us.
^0

JH| Graven

junior

doah Hall, now the Office of Public Safety
and is rumored to be haunted as well. The hall
used to be an apartment complex where a 90year-old woman lived. The women passed
away 30 years ago, but her footsteps are still
heard in the complex today, according to the
Oct. 28 1996 issue of The Breeze.
However, there are some who do not believe in the Shenandoah Hall ghost. "I work

nights here and I don't hear any of this crap,"
Alan MacNutt, former director of public safety said in the Oct. 28 The Breeze edition.
Mixed opinions on ghosts exist on the
JMU campus. "I think that it is all ghost
stories are made up for entertainment," senior Kerry Fischer said. "It is silly to think
that there are apparitions floating around."
Senior Jenny Miller said, "Ghosts are a figment of the human imagination. The majority, if not all, of ghost sightings are so vague
that truth can not be found in any other them."
Other students disagree. "I definitely
think that there are ghosts here with us,"
junior Julia Graven said. "Sometimes I
walk into a room or a house and can just
feel the presence of another being although no one is there," said Graven. "I
think that everyone has a sixth sense for
stuff like that."

Want to be an editor?
Keep a lookout in The Breeze to see when
the interviewing process will begin!

Harrisonburg
According to JMU's website, in 1908,
Harrisonburg opened its doors to females seeking higher education and the freedom and
power to be recognized in
a man's world. The
school was known as
the State Normal and
Industrial School for
Women at Harrisonburg.
In 1977, after many name
changes, James Madison
University was established as a
coeducational institution. Today, there are
over 15,000 male and female students that
are educated at JMU.
Now, nearly a century later, Harrisonburg
continues to open its doors to those in need.
Recently, Harrisonburg became a home for
refugees from war-torn countries. "There

are lots of churches in Harrisonburg that
sponsor refugees to come to this country,"
said John Sellers, administrator for
the Harrisonburg/Rockingham
County Historical Society. He
added that the poultry business
is a great economic endeavor
for lots of emigrants as well as
the fact that James Madison
University, Bridewater College,
and Eastern Mennonite University attract a lot of foreign students
to this area.
Harrisonburg continues to grow bigger
everyday, in size and social stature. But it
is Harrisonburg's residents, whether students, refugees, or locals that make it a remarkable place to live. No wonder Harrisonburg is deemed "The Friendly City".
-Heather Hopkins

Today

Photo Courtesy of Harrisonburg/Rockingham County Historical Society

A parade procession in a downtown Harrisonburg of the past
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ut the underground
unnel world of JMU

staff writer

There are a JMU was a women's
few things every school known as Madison
JMU student should do College, according to the summer
before they graduate. ;
1990 issue of Curio. Some of the tuncording to various myths. nels were used to protect women in
One of them, it walking to class during the cold, rain and
————•
is to go snow. They were closed to the public in the
i I
into the tunm
mid-1960s, and are now used for maintenance
Tunn
storage and to house the steam lines that heat the
legend has buildings on the Quad.
it there are tunAccording to Mike Dcrrow, engineering technician
nels somewhere
at
JMU,
the tunnels actually begin at the power plant,
underneath the
which
is
easily identified by the red brick steam stack.
Quad, according
The
tunnels
then travel over the hill to the bluestone
to most JMU
buildings.
The
tunnels run to all of the bluestones, instudents. Some
cluding
Logan
and
Moody Hall. Derrow said that most
students, such
of
the
tunnels
are
small
— more of a "crawl-space" than
as
junior
a
"walk-through."
Johnalex GoldKisha Hughes
en, heard about
Employees only
sophomore
the tunnels dur- enter the tunnels with
ing his first proper safety equip§1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
campus
tour.
ment and exercising
*~
———
Former student many precautions—
andi Robinette heard about them from a classmate dur- including going in
[the first semester of her freshman year.
groups of two or more
know they have to exist," Robinette said, "be- and carrying an instrument to check the air
•JHI:■■ ihf professor said it was true after the kid menquality.
tioned it. I think they're just used for storage now—
old desks and stuff."
Dertow assumes
they
were closed to
Johnalex Golden
I \en though most students haven't been inside
students
because there
them 1 \
m to have vivid mental pictures.
junior
was no easy access to
Sophomore Kisha Hughes said she "imagine[s) them them.
dark, musty and full of spiders... very creepy and
The area by Jack| crypt-lUcc... with a dome shape."
son, Harrison, and
[Robinette said she thinks the tunnels are "dark, Ashby Hall is considered more of an opening than a
up. dirty. They're probably dark green [on the tunnel, said Derrow, even though they house the steam
is] from mold and mildew."
lines coming from Moody Hall.

pagine them
, musty and full
iders... very
reepy and
t-Iike... with a
dome shape.

[They had] some
kind of lighting, I
would hope — or
maybe they just
had candles bs
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assistant photo editor

j_ ' •■ (dee envisions them with a lot of graffiti.
"some kind of lighting, I would hope —or
ty juii had candles back then

The sidewalk spanning from Moody to Keezell
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Underground pathways
Students think
tunnels are 'cold,
dark, damp'
TUNNELS, from page 14
Hall is actually the lop of a large pipe, said Derrow.
When walking along the sidewalk in front of Wilson,
one can see doors on the sidewalk, which give those
performing maintenance on the tunnels access to
them. However, those doors remain locked at all times
and students are not allowed in them.
The largest tunnel, Derrow said, is the one that
runs from the power plant to Gifford Hall, which is
not only the longest, but the widest as well.
Since the tunnels are sealed off, entering them
is trespassing, which is a violation of the rules
posted in the Student Handbook (rule J40-102).
"I want to go in them before I graduate — it's a
tradition — you have to streak the Quad, go in the tunnels and swim naked through Newman Lake. And
I*m not swimming in that nasty lake," Golden said.
Not all students are as adventurous, including
Robinette. "I think they'd be cool," she said, "but
I'm too scared — it's not that I'm superstitious or
anything, but cold, dark, damp? Not for me!"

The tunnels stretch to other areas
of campus, but this one ends at
Jackson Hall. Dirt has been piled
!up at the end and what appears to
pave been an exit to the Quad has
been sealed with bluestone and
'concrete. New construction in the
Jackson end of the tunnel has been
[completed to build an electrical
maintenance room.

Doorway to the basement
ofHarriaonHalL The
tunnel houae* boxes and
broken equipment as wall
aa other item.

The opening commonly referred
to as "the runnels" runs from the
^?nd of Ashby to the end of Jackson Shown here is a current en'trance to the area now used by
'maintenance workers.
GRAPHIC COURTESY OF Curio magazine

Harrisonburg: Before and After
Harrisonburg, Virginia is home to
great diversity and culture. Since its
humble beginnings, Harrisonburg has
welcomed people from all walks of
life, from all corners of the world.
And no other time does it reflect
this diversity better than today,
in the halls of its schools and
in its streets. Yes, Harrisonburg, Virginia, "The Friendly City", has grown along
with its children, and, in
turn, has helped others to
grow as well.
According to Harrisonburg's
website, the town of Harrisonburg initially was established as part of the
southwest expansion of Colonial
America. In 1737. Thomas Harrison
and his family. English immigrants,
had grown tired of life on the coast.
The Harrisons found the Shenandoah
River Valley to be beautiful and agriculturally and financially promising
for the future. It was in this area that
the family built their bluestone home
on what today is known as Bruce
Street. According to John W. Wayland*! book, "Historic Harrisonburg",
by 1778. Rockingham County was

founded and Thomas Harrison claimed
more than 12.000 acres of land for the
new town and Rockingham County.
His memory is honored today with
Harrison Hall at James Madison University.
Harrisonburg. or "Rocktown"
as it was then known for its location within Rockingham
County, grew rapidly. English,
Irish, Scotch-Irish and people
of German descent moved into
the area in droves. There, they
found major sources of trading
and agriculture in the Shenandoah
Valley, such as wheat and livestock.
Soon, the first streets were constructed
with names such as Market, German
(now Liberty Street), and Irish (now
Main Street). By 1780, the city limits
were established with Wolfe Street to
the north, Bruce Street to the south.
Federal Street to the east, and High
Street to the west. However. Wayland
mentioned that it was not until 1849
that Harrisonburg elected its first mayor, Isaac Hardesty.

Left: COURTESY OF Harrisonburg/Rockingham Historical Society
— Compiled by staff writer Right. Kim Broas/ staff photographer
Heather Hopkins Before and After: A took at downtown Hamsonb^Xcoi^OT^
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No mentally taxing articles to read
Just relaxing Crosswords
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In mailboxes and around campus during exam week.

